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1 Executive Summary 
 This study considers the effects of repealing Kentucky’s prevailing wage law. 

o It looks at the differences in the quality and productivity of the construction workforces in prevailing 

wage law states and no-law states 

o It evaluates the arguments of prevailing wage law critics. 

o It presents studies on the cost effects actually experienced in Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan as these 

states altered their prevailing wage law policies. 

o It looks at the dangers associated with cutthroat bidding on public works and evaluates the benefits of 

leveling the bidding playing field for local contractors and workers. 

 Construction workers are more productive in prevailing wage law states.   

o In states with prevailing wage laws, value added per blue-collar construction worker both on-and-off 

public works is, on average, 14% higher than in construction for states without prevailing wage laws. 

o Furthermore, if we focus on public works this productivity advantage is even greater.  In water, sewer and 

related construction, value added per worker is 21% higher in states with prevailing wage laws; value 

added per workers is 31% higher in highway, street and bridge construction where state prevailing wage 

laws exists; and in other heavy and civil engineering work, value added per worker is 33% higher in states 

with prevailing wage laws. 

o This higher productivity reflects the higher skill level, the better educational attainment, the greater use 

of registered apprenticeship training, the more experience and the less injury prone characteristics of 

construction workers in prevailing wage law states. 

 Prevailing wage repeals lead to younger, less-experienced, less trained, more injury-prone construction 

workforces simply because prevailing wage repeals undercut local labor standards and start a race to the bottom. 

o Construction workers in no-law states report 12% more disabilities compared to construction workers in 

prevailing wage law states even though (or more probably because), on average, the construction 

workforce in no-law states is younger and less experienced. 

 Construction workers both on-and-off public works in prevailing wage law states are better educated.   

o For all blue-collar construction workers both on-and-off public works, these prevailing wage law states 

have 3.3% fewer high-school dropouts working construction, 2.7% more high school graduates working 

construction and 0.6% more college graduates working as blue-collar construction workers.  

 Prevailing wage law repeals lead to a loss of registered apprenticeship training and a corresponding loss of skills 

and income. 

o In Kansas, after that state repealed its prevailing wage law, registered apprenticeships fell by 38%. 

o In Kentucky, registered male apprentices earn $5,719 more per year than their less-trained male 

counterparts within 6 years after beginning their apprenticeship. 

o Over their lifetime, registered apprenticeship graduates earn $301,533 more in wages and benefits 

compared to their less-trained counterparts. 

o Proponents of prevailing wage repeal are fighting for less human capital accumulation in Kentucky, less 

training, a less skilled labor force in Kentucky who over their lifetime will earn $300,000 less with the 

corresponding loss both in construction quality and in middle class Kentucky incomes for blue-collar 

workers. 

 A skilled and capable construction labor force is an essential ingrediant in the overall competitive advantages 

Kentucky brings to a globalized market place.  Being able to build technically advanced, high-quality public 

infrastructure and private business facilities, built-right, on-time, the-first-time is key to effective participation of 
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all of Kentucky’s businesses in the world economy.   Prevailing wage law repeal risks losing this comparative 

advantage.  

 Advocates for repealing Kentucky’s prevailing wage law assert that such a repeal would cut wages on public works 

by 17% to 24%; and they further assert that most wages on public works after repeal would range from $14 to $18. 

o  While repeal advocates do not say exactly how much money would be saved by repeal, they nonetheless 

assert that “millions of dollars” in public construction costs would be saved by repeal. 

 In asserting that a prevailing wage repeal will push down wages on public works by 17% to 24%.   

o Critics assume that this kind of wage cut will not affect labor productivity at all.   

o Given that blue-collar labor costs including both wages and benefits on Kentucky public works are 20% of 

total payments to contractors,  

o and making the dubious assumption that productivity and wages are not connected to each other,  

o critics rely on an outdated and discredited back-of-the-envelope calculation to assert that a 24% cut in 

wages will result in a 4.8% savings on total payments to contractors on public works. 

o Alternatively, they aregue that a 17% wage cut will yield a 3.4% savings on public construction costs. 

o These calculations are simple as well as simple-minded.  They go like this: 

  blue-collar labor costs are 20% of total public construction costs;  

 wages after repeal will be 24% (or 17%) lower;  

 simply assume that there is no connections between wages paid and work done;  

 conclude that 24% in lower wages times 20% in labor costs results in a 4.8% savings in total 

construction costs. 

 This hypothetical savings is a mirage.   

o Draconian wage cuts always lead to lost productivity. 

o Back-of-the-envelope calculations based on dubious assumptions are a discredited methodology. 

o A better approach is to look at what really happens when a state repeals its prevailing wage law. 

 In a natural experiment in the 1990’s where Kentucky enacted its prevailing wage law in 1996, Ohio repealed its 

prevailing wage law for schools in 1997, and Michigan suspended its prevailing wage law due to a court ruling from 

late 1995 to early 1997, there were no cost savings found in building schools in any of these states associated with 

the times when prevailing wage mandates were lifted. 

 Furthermore, a 2013 study of Ohio school construction found no evidence to support the assertion that in the 

2000’s Ohio was saving money by not having prevailing wages on school projects. 

 Nonetheless, prevailing wage law repeals have hurt the entire Ohio construction labor market.   

o Wages for Ohio construction workers fell by 7% relative to Kentucky construction workers both on-and-

off public works after Ohio exempted schools from prevailing wage requirements. 

o Prevailing wage law repeals undercut local labor standards in drive down wages across all of 

construction. 

 Kentucky has one of the highest poverty rates in the county.   

o Driving down wages on public works to $14 to $18 in an industry where unemployment averages twice 

that of the overall state economy and annual hours typically run around 1500 per year for a full-time 

construction worker would force the families of blue-collar breadwinners on public construction to 

straddle the poverty line;  

o and push many more Kentucky children into poverty when one-out-of-four Kentucky children already 

lives in poverty. 

 Prevailing wages in Kentucky mandate that Kentucky workers be paid decent wages and benefits consistent with 

local labor standards in the county or region in which the public project is being built.   
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o Prevailing wage critic Senator Chris McDaniel believes that construction workers living in his district 

should earn from 23% to 40% less than the median individual male income of $35,028 in Kenton County. 

o  Where once blue-collar construction work was considered an honorable craft, and still is under prevailing 

wages, Senator McDaniel believes that on public works, construction should be considered among the 

worst jobs a man can aspire to. 

 In prevailing wage law states, all construction workers, not just public construction workers, are paid more—but 

they also do more as the following facts demonstrate. 

o Construction workers are better paid in prevailing wage law states.   

o In these states, construction workers both on-and-off public works are paid 18% more in wages, 25% 

more in social security and workplace injury insurance contributions and 56% more in pension and health 

insurance.   

o This means that in states like Kentucky it is easier to train construction workers and know that the human 

capital investment in apprenticeship training will not be lost to the industry due to labor market 

turbulence and temporary loss of jobs.   

o This means that in states like Kentucky it is easier to know that trained workers will continue to 

accumulate additional experience without leaving the industry and know that contractors and owners 

will benefit in terms of a more productive workforce and higher quality construction projects. 

 With repeal of prevailing wage regulations, total construction blue-collar earnings will be lower in Kentucky by $75 

to $152 million or 3.2% to 6.5% of the state’s overall blue-collar construction payroll. This is an annually recurring 

loss of income both on-and-off public works.  

 However, this loss is only the lost income Kentucky construction workers suffer. The total lost income effect of a 

repeal for all of Kentucky across all industries is higher because construction workers, in turn, will have less to 

spend in Kentucky.  

o Taking this induced effect into account, the total lost income to all Kentucky workers inside and outside 

of construction ranges from $125 to $252 million annually; 

 Because of this lost income, Kentucky would lose from $10 million to $20 million in tax revenues annually; 

o The state would lose $7.5 to $15.2 million in income tax revenue annually; 

o The state would lose $2.25 to $4.55 million in sales tax revenue annually. 

 Particularly in bad economic times, state and federal public works expenditures are aimed not only at refurbishing 

public infrastructure but also stimulating local employment and work for local contractors.   

o The role of prevailing wage regulations in leveling the playing field for local contractors and local workers 

relative to contractors and workers coming from lower wage states can play a significant role in insuring 

that government expenditures in fact stimulate local employment and local business activity. 

 In assessing the effects of a repeal of prevailing wages, critics of Kentucky’s prevailing wage regulations fail to 

adequately analyze real overall construction costs.  They do not consider the effects of cheap-labor construction 

practices on: 

o Whether or not projects are completed on time. 

o Cost overruns. 

o Downstream maintenance costs. 

o The effect of repeals on cutthroat bidding practices leading to unqualified contractors winning the work 

but being unable to complete the job. 

o How the repeal of prevailing wage regulations destroys apprenticeship training programs and the future 

qualifications of Kentucky’s construction labor force.   

o How the loss of health insurance can lead to increased public health costs,  
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o Nor is there any consideration of how the loss of pension benefits may raise the public cost of supporting 

the elderly.   

o How the removal of prevailing wage regulations encourages the subsequent proliferation of misclassified 

workers.   

o The costs of unscrupulous low-wage contractors shedding payroll tax costs by giving their workers 1099 

forms rather than W-2’s.  

o The cost to Kentucky’s unemployment insurance and workers compensation system of the loss of 

contributions when the floodgates to unregulated construction lead to a sea of gray market behavior. 
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4 The Costs and Benefits of Prevailing Wages 
 

4.1 Critics Advocate Poverty Level Income for Public Construction Workers 

In 2012, Kentucky had the fifth highest poverty rate in the country at 19.4%.  More than one out of four Kentucky children 

lives in poverty with a child-poverty rate of 26.5%.
i
   The child poverty rate in Kentucky is one-third higher than the average 

for the US and the overall poverty rate in Kentucky is 20% higher than the US average.
ii
   Construction workers account for 

about 10% of Kentucky’s male labor force and some critics of prevailing wages think that paying these Kentucky workers 

less-than-poverty wages on public works is a good idea.  Repealing prevailing wage regulations would increase the already 

too-high poverty rate and child poverty rate in Kentucky by driving single-breadwinner construction workers into poverty. 

The poverty level of income for a family of four in Kentucky is $23,550.
iii

  Some critics of prevailing wages assert that local 

construction workers on public works should and will be paid from $14 to $18 an hour subsequent to a repeal of Kentucky’s 

prevailing wage law.  The construction work-year in Kentucky  involves many hours of forced unemployment when 

construction workers are between jobs or the construction season has ended or the economy smashes construction even 

harder than everywhere else.  With construction workers typically working around 1500 hours per year, $14 to $18 per hour 

results in an annual income of $21,000 to $27,000 per year.  Thus, prevailing wage critics advocate that a father whose wife 

does not work because she is taking care of two young children, or a divorced father with three children in his care should 

earn an income that at best straddles the poverty line.  If the business cycle is in one of its periodic downturns (as it is now) 

and 1500 hours of work are not forthcoming, prevailing wage critics advocate that even more construction workers should 

get shoved beneath the poverty line. 

Construction is a turbulent industry—the most turbulent major industry in the economy.   Job-layoffs as projects end, 

seasonal unemployment and cyclical unemployment are much more common than in most industries.  Figure 1 compares 

the construction monthly unemployment rate to the overall unemployment rate from 2000 to 2013.  This figure shows that 

in good times and in bad, construction unemployment is systematically higher than for the rest of the economy.  While 

some of this difference is cyclical—you can see in Figure 1 that the Great Recession has pounded construction much harder 

than the overall economy—much of this difference in unemployment is seasonal.  In the down-season, construction 

unemployment is typically two-to-three times higher than the overall unemployment rate.  Some of the difference is 

neither seasonal nor cyclical but rather structural.  Construction jobs come and go.  When a worker finishes one job, there 

is often a period of unemployment while that worker looks for a new job often with a new contractor.  Finding a new job 

takes time leaving the worker out-of-work until new work can be found.  So in the boom and in the bust, in the peak-

season and in the off-season, and in the times-between-jobs, construction unemployment is higher than overall 

employment.   

This means that to be a full-time worker in construction is different than being a full-time worker in other industries.  While 

other industries count 2080 hours per year (40 hours per week times 52 weeks) as full time, in construction given chronic 

unemployment, for most construction workers, full-time is around 1500 hours per year. 
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Figure 1: U.S. civilian and construction monthly unemployment rates 2000 to 2013, not seasonally adjustediv 

As mentioned above, prevailing wage critics such as Senator Chris McDaniel who represents the 23
rd

 District in northern 

Kenton County, Kentucky, think that construction workers on public works should earn $14 to $18 per hour.
v
   At $14 per 

hour and 1500 hours per year, this amounts to $21,000 per year in income or 10% below the poverty line in Kentucky.  At 

the high end for the best construction workers, Senator McDaniel advocates that top-skilled construction workers should 

earn $18 per hour.  At 1500 hours per year, $18 per hour amounts to $27,000—16% above the poverty line.   

So Senator McDaniel thinks that Kentucky single-breadwinner construction workers should straddle the poverty line, 

some a bit above it and others below.   

Senator McDaniel also believes that construction workers living in his district should earn from 23% to 40% less than 

the median male income of $35,028 in his Kenton County district.
vi

  Where once blue-collar construction work was 

considered an honorable craft, Senator McDaniel believes that on public works, construction should be considered 

among the worst jobs a man can aspire to. 

But Senator McDaniel is quoted as saying that prevailing wage mandates require that construction workers be paid $44 

per hour on public works.
vii

  While in general, Senator McDaniel is wrong about this, Table 1 shows that Senator McDaniel 

is almost correct for one rare construction occupation in his district—construction divers.  Construction divers are highly 

skilled workers who work under water with welding torches and explosives.  In construction, particularly away from coastal 

waters, they also face longer periods of intermittent construction work yielding fewer hours per year or they are forced to 

travel long distances across the country in order to find work.  In Senator McDaniel’s Kenton County, construction divers 

are mandated a prevailing wage of $40.58 per hour. 
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Table 1: 2013 prevailing wage rates for Kenton County, Kentuckyviii 

 

* Construction divers are estimated to have 1200 hours per year 

The Department of Labor describes construction divers thus: 

Work below surface of water, using scuba gear to inspect, repair, remove, or install equipment and structures. 

May use a variety of power and hand tools, such as drills, sledgehammers, torches, and welding equipment. May 

conduct tests or experiments, rig explosives, or photograph structures or marine life.
ix

 

This is not only highly skilled and dangerous work, it is also unusual and not typical prevailing wage construction work.   

In contrast, common construction laborers are a very typical construction occupation accounting for 10% to 20% of all 

construction workers in Senator McDaniel’s district.  Table 1 shows that in Senator McDaniel’s district, Kentucky’s 

prevailing wage law requires that construction laborers be paid $17.17 per hour or $25,755 per year.  This is too much 

according to Senator McDaniel.  Without prevailing wage regulations, construction laborers could be paid $14 per hour or 

$21,000 per year—pushing those workers who are single breadwinners with a family of four 10% below the poverty line. 

Indeed, even with prevailing wage mandates, in Senator McDaniel’s district, Table 1 shows that mason tenders, hod 

carriers and glaziers in a family of four where they are the breadwinners already are below the poverty line.  Dropping 

wage rates on public construction to $14 an hour would have all single breadwinner construction workers earning less than 

a poverty income.  Dropping wage rates on public construction in Senator McDaniel’s district to $18 per hour would have 

these construction workers who are the breadwinners in four person households in his district earning just 16% above 

poverty.  In short, critics of the Kentucky prevailing wage law such as Senator McDaniel are opposed to anything except 

poverty level wages for construction families trying to allow the wife and mother stay home to take care of their children.  

4.2 Are Prevailing Wage Rates Fair? 

But while some construction workers are the sole breadwinner in their families, other Kentucky construction workers’ 

spouses do work already.  Now let us consider what Senator McDaniel has in mind for a construction worker’s family where 

both the husband and wife work full time.   
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Senator McDaniel thinks the construction workers in his district working on public works are being paid too much money.  

As mentioned above, he proposes that his district’s construction workers should be paid $14 per hour on the low end and 

$18 per hour on the high end on public construction.  How does that compare with the average family earnings in Kenton 

County when the wife’s income is added to this $21,000 to $27,000 per year?   

The average family income in Kenton County is $64,012.
x
   In Kentucky, fully employed adult women earn, on average 76% 

of what fully employed men earn.
xi

  Table 2 assumes a fully-employed construction worker husband with a fully-employed 

wife earning 76% of what he makes.  Senator McDaniel’s low-end proposal would have the construction worker husband 

earning $14 per hour or $21,000 per year.  In Table 2, his wife earns an additional $15,960 (or 76% of $21,000) for a family 

income of $36,960 or 58% of what the average family earns in Senator McDaniel’s district.  At Senator McDaniel’s high end 

wage, the most he thinks a construction worker should make in his district is $18 per hour which translates to a family 

income of $47,529 or 74% of the average family income in his district.  In short, Senator McDaniel thinks all blue-collar 

construction workers’ families where both spouses are working should be kept 26% to 42% below the average income 

and economic standing in his district. 

Table 2: Prevailing wage rates in Kenton County, Kentucky 2013 and corresponding family earnings if wife worked full time and earned 76% of husband 

 

Indeed, even under current prevailing wage rules, many construction worker families are already below average compared 

to the earnings of the average family in Senator McDaniel’s district.  Carpenters, bricklayers and cement masons, along 

with mason tenders, hod carriers, glaziers and laborers already earn lower family incomes compared to the average family 

in Senator McDaniel’s district.  The good Senator just wants to push these workers down farther and have all other 

construction workers and their working spouses join them. 

On the other hand, under Kentucky’s prevailing wage law, structural ironworkers, electricians, plumbers and pipefitters all 

earn from 3% to 22% more than the average family in Kenton County.  Is this fair?  Ironworkers, electricians, plumbers and 

pipefitters are among the most skilled construction workers.  All go through 4 and 5 year apprenticeship training—roughly 

equivalent to a college degree.  Senator McDaniel thinks this is not fair.  He thinks that all blue-collar construction 

workers on public construction, regardless of their training, regardless of their skills, regardless of the unemployment 

they must endure, regardless of the dangers of their job, regardless of the fact that their bodies will wear out long 
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before most other workers, should get paid no more than 74% of the average family income in his county.  Does 

Senator McDaniel believe that average income for his district is too good for construction workers and their families? 

 

4.3 Critics Claim Repeal Will Drop Construction Wages and Benefits by 24% 

It is important to point out that up to the time of the writing of this report, no critic of Kentucky’s prevailing wage 

regulations has actually specified just how much money the state hypothetically will save by pushing single breadwinning 

construction workers into poverty and pushing two-breadwinner construction families well below average household 

income in Kentucky.  They have asserted that wages will fall substantially but they then just leave it to the listener or 

reader to assume that lower wage rates will lead to 

substantial construction cost savings.   

We will see below that paying workers less will not lead to 

lower construction costs because lower wage rates result 

in lower labor productivity.  Construction is a skilled 

occupation that relies on the construction worker’s 

training, experience and judgment in order for the job to 

be done safely and done right the first time.  Pushing wage rates down to $14 per hour runs the risk of losing skilled and 

experienced workers, increasing labor turnover, endangering the safety of the job and interrupting the work flow through 

mistakes and accidents.  All of these productivity issues are ignored by Kentucky’s prevailing wage law critics.  They 

nonetheless blithely assert that repealing prevailing wage requirements will save Kentucky taxpayers “millions of dollars 

every year.” 

These critics of Kentucky’s prevailing wage law often refer to the Program Review and Investigation Report of 2001 in 

support of the notion that Kentucky’s prevailing wage requirements raise public construction costs.   For instance, David 

Adkisson, president of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce in October, in October 2013 stated: 

"The Kentucky Chamber strongly urges the General Assembly to repeal the state's prevailing wage law as it drafts 
the 2014-1016 budget," wrote Adkisson. "This move would save taxpayers millions of dollars every year; money 
that would be far better spent meeting the critical needs of our citizens especially educating our children." 

Adkisson referred to a Legislative Research Commission report that concludes that labor costs are increased 17 to 
24 percent per project due to the prevailing wage law, which affects projects like roads, school construction and 
renovation, bridges and public water and sewer construction. 

David Adkisson as quoted in “Chamber President, Local Physician Call for Prevailing Wage Law Change,” 
Surfky.com, Oct. 20, 2013

xii
 

The 2001 Program Review indeed found that wages on public works would fall by 17% to 24% after the repeal of 

Kentucky’s prevailing wage.  Nevertheless, the Program Review and Investigation Report emphasized that this did not 

mean that total construction costs would fall by 24% or even 17%.  As the Report stated: 

It is important to understand that this estimate does not imply that prevailing wages increased the costs of these 

projects by twenty-four percent.  Rather, it indicates that the wage portion of construction costs was twenty-four 

percent higher as a result of prevailing wages.
xiii

  (emphasis in the original) 

Paying workers less will not lead to lower 

construction costs if lower wage rates result in lower 

labor productivity.   
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In fact, the Review took pains to state that it did not know how much, if at all, total construction costs would fall after 

wages fell by 24%.  Assuming that labor productivity would be the same after a 24% cut in wages, the Review concluded that 

costs must at least fall somewhat.  Accepting for the moment this (doubtful) assumption about productivity not being 

connected to wages, below we show that the Review’s analysis implies that payments to construction contractors 

excluding land purchases and engineering/design and other services would fall by 3.4% to 4.8%.  If one included public 

construction design, engineering and project management costs in the calculation, all of which are part of public 

construction costs, the decline in public construction costs even under the doubtful assumption that wages and 

productivity are unrelated would be less even within the confines of this simplistic back-of-the-envelope calculation. 

However, the Program Review and Investigation Report assumption that wages can be cut by as much as 24% with little or 

no effect on labor productivity, capital invested per worker, labor-management strategies, worker morale, etc. is wrong. 

Therefore we examine the Report’s analysis in detail in 

Appendix A.   

But it is important to note here that the Program Review 

and Investigation Report did not examine actual 

construction costs.  Rather theirs is a simple back of the 

envelope calculation that argues—if wages fall by 24% 

what will happen to total costs assuming labor productivity 

does not change?   

In the main body of the work presented here we summarize a study of actual start costs
1
 in new school construction in 

Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan.  We examine how these total costs of construction were affected when 1) Kentucky 

implemented prevailing wages for school construction (1996), 2) Ohio eliminated prevailing wage regulations for school 

construction (1997), and 3) Michigan first suspended and then re-implemented prevailing wages for school construction 

with the hiatus lasting from late 1994 to the middle of 1997.  This natural experiment allows us to test the effects of the law 

on costs without making any assumptions about what happens to wages or labor productivity.  This “the proof is in the 

pudding” approach finds no measurably meaningful or statistically significant difference in new school construction due to 

the presence or absence of prevailing wage regulations. 

School construction costs can remain relatively the same even when wages are substantially higher in states with 

prevailing wage laws simply because contractors respond to this regulation by substituting skilled for unskilled workers, 

better equipping their workers and better managing their projects.  Many of these contractors are union contractors using 

the truly excellent apprenticeship programs jointly managed by management and labor under collective bargaining.  There 

are also many nonunion contractors that follow the high-wage, high-skill competition strategies encouraged by prevailing 

wage laws.  Both these union and nonunion skilled-labor contractors rely upon apprenticeship-trained and experienced 

construction workers for the bulk of their labor force.  Excluded from public works by these regulations are the cheap labor 

contractors that typically use larger numbers of less-skilled, untrained and less-well paid workers.  In short, prevailing wage 

regulations discourage construction contractors that rely on a labor strategy that pushes many of their employees down 

into poverty. 

In contrast, the high-skilled approach to construction leads to a better workforce earning higher incomes.  A 2012 

Mathematica study of registered apprenticeships found just that: 

[Registered apprenticeships are] designed to improve the productivity of apprentices through on-the-job training 

and related technical instruction. We assessed RA [registered apprenticeship] effectiveness by comparing the 

                                                                        
1
 Start cost is the same as accepted bid price.  Final costs will include any additional cost overruns. 

Registered apprenticeship completers receive an 

average of $301,533 more in compensation than 

nonparticipants over their careers.  By encouraging 

cheap labor strategies, repeal would substantially 

reduce apprenticeship training. 
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earnings of RA participants to those of nonparticipants, adjusting for differences in pre-enrollment earnings and 

demographic characteristics. We found that RA participation was associated with substantially higher annual 

earnings in every state studied.
xiv

 

The study found that in Kentucky, registered male apprentices earned $5,719 more than those who had not participated in 

registered apprenticeship training about six years after enrolling in an apprenticeship.
xv

  In my own study of apprenticeship 

training in Kansas in the first four years after that state repealed its prevailing wage law in 1987, Kansas’ construction 

apprenticeship training fell by 38%.
xvi

  The loss of apprenticeship training associated with prevailing wage law repeal can be 

devastating.  The Mathematica study concluded: 

Over the career of an apprentice, we estimated the average earnings gain associated with completing the RA 

[registered apprenticeship] program would be $240,037. Including benefits, RA completers would receive an 

average of $301,533 more in compensation than 

nonparticipants over their careers.
 xvii

 

The loss of apprenticeship trained construction workers 

after prevailing wage law repeal corresponds to a gain in 

the number of bogus, “independent contractors” in 

construction.  Low-wage, cheap labor contractors are 

tempted to avoid payroll taxes by converting their workers 

into so-called independent contractors.   This lets the 

contractor avoid worker compensation insurance 

contributions, unemployment insurance and social security taxes.  These “independent contractors” are disproportionately 

high in states without prevailing wage laws.
xviii

   

It is important to know that the Program Review and Investigation Report is not an accounting of construction costs.  It is a 

back-of-the-envelope hypothetical calculation about wages and wages only.  There is no consideration of whether or not 

projects are completed on time. There is no consideration of cost overruns.  There is no consideration of the effect of 

repeals on cutthroat bidding practices leading to unqualified contractors winning the work but being unable to complete 

the job.  There is no consideration of downstream maintenance costs. There is no consideration of how the repeal of 

prevailing wage regulations destroys apprenticeship training programs and the future qualifications of the construction 

labor force.  There is no consideration of how the loss of health insurance can lead to increased public health costs, nor is 

there any consideration of how the loss of pension benefits may raise the public cost of supporting the elderly.  There is no 

consideration of how the removal of prevailing wage regulations encourages the subsequent proliferation of misclassified 

workers.
2
  There is no accounting for the costs of unscrupulous low-wage contractors shedding payroll tax costs by giving 

their workers 1099 forms rather than W-2’s. There is no accounting of the cost to Kentucky’s unemployment insurance and 

workers compensation system of the loss of contributions when the floodgates to unregulated construction lead to a sea 

of black-market, under-the-table behavior.  Nevertheless, keeping these crucial omissions in mind, here we begin by 

taking Mr. Adkisson’s reliance on the 2001 Report at face value. 

The face value of the Adkisson criticism of prevailing wages relative to public construction costs is rooted in a discredited 

methodology known as the wage-differential approach.  This approach asserts that: 1) prevailing wage requirements are 

                                                                        
2
 Misclassification of workers occurs when a contractor gives his workers 1099 tax forms rather than W-2s thus 

misclassifying them as independent subcontractors.  This allows the contractor to avoid paying payroll taxes—social 
security contributions, workers comp and unemployment premiums.  By jettisoning payroll taxes, unscrupulous 
contractors can underbid legitimate contractors on public works while transferring the costs of workers comp and 
unemployment insurance to others including the taxpayer. 

In states that have repealed prevailing wages, 

apprenticeship training falls.  Average wages fall.  

Productivity falls and value added per worker falls.  

More disturbingly, contractors abandon paying 

health insurance and some contractors start passing 

out 1099’s to their workers rather than W-2’s.   
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too high by X%; 2) total blue collar labor costs on public works is Y% of total construction costs.  So you will save Z% on 

total construction costs which equals X% times Y% if you repeal prevailing wage laws.  Here we show why this thought 

experiment is discredited.
3
 

4.4 Problems with the Wage-Differential Method 

 

4.4.1 This Method Assumes There Is No Relationship between Wages Paid and Work 
Performed 

To make this back-of-the-envelope calculation, one needs to know the share of labor costs as a percent of total 

construction costs (excluding the purchase of land); you 

also need to know the impact of a prevailing wage repeal 

on wage rates and benefits; and you need to know the 

substitutability between skilled labor and less-skilled labor 

and between labor and capital; and finally you need to 

know the responsiveness of labor productivity to a 

declining wage rate and lost benefits.  

This thought process would conclude as follows: a 4.8% cost saving can be attained if: (1) labor costs constitute 20% of all 

construction costs; (2) wage rates decline by 24% in the absence of the prevailing wage law; (3) a 24% decline in prevailing 

wage rates has no effect on the contractor’s choice over alternative techniques of production (that is, alternative 

combinations of various grades of labor and capital that can be used on the job site); and (4) a 24% decline in prevailing 

wages has no effect on labor productivity, worker experience, worker skill sets, worker training, work ethic, or worker’s 

willingness to assume responsibility for quality work on-the-job. In other words, one has to assume there is no relationship 

between wages paid and work performed.  The implausibility of this assumption is a main reason why this methodology is 

discredited. 

4.4.2 Substitution and Productivity Effects Tie Wages to Output 

To assume that there is no connection between wages paid and work performed, the critics of Kentucky’s prevailing wage 

law must make two types of assumptions—one involving the substitution effect and one involving the productivity effect  

both in relation to driving down wages. Here we examine the significance of the labor substitution and labor productivity 

assumptions.  

First, we consider the substitution effect. Standard economic theory based on profit maximizing firm behavior predicts 

that an increase in the price of a factor of production (any input), all else being constant, will cause substitution away from 

this factor of production towards other factors of production. Suppose three factors of production are used on a 

construction site: 1) capital (tools, equipment, and machinery), 2) more skilled and experienced labor, and 3) less-skilled 

labor and less experienced labor.  Suppose a legislative change forces contractors to pay less-skilled workers a higher 

wage. If the contractor continues using the same combination of capital, skilled and less-skilled labor, the cost of 

production would increase. However, as long as capital and skilled labor can be substituted for the less-skilled and less 

experienced labor, a profit-maximizing or cost-minimizing contractor would find it advantageous to use fewer less-skilled 

labor, which is now relatively more expensive, and more capital and skilled labor, which are now relatively cheaper.  In the 

                                                                        
3
 Reflecting the discredited status of this approach, peer reviewed academic journals no longer accept papers based on this 

methodology. 

Higher wages can actually raise the productivity of 

workers and reduce average costs by creating 

incentives to work harder or more responsibly or 

more efficiently or more steadily. 
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real world, what contractors do is invest in apprenticeship training programs that build up the human capital of their labor 

force.  So new workers become worth investing in under prevailing wages.  Looking across the landscape of American 

construction, there is more apprenticeship training in states with prevailing wage laws compared to those without it. 

Responding to higher wage rates by creating or substituting relatively more expensive, more productive factors of 

production for cheaper, less productive factors can partially offset the higher wage rates. So the cost of construction might 

rise, but not by as much as it would in the absence of substituting more skilled labor and better equipment for less skilled 

labor. 

Now let us consider the productivity effect, which has become prominent in economic theory in the last two decades.  

Economists posit that higher wages by raising the opportunity cost of losing the job may lower labor turnover, create an 

atmosphere of fairness, and improve morale.  In short, higher wages can create a craft or professional ethos where the 

worker takes ownership in the work that he or she does.  

When higher wages create better morale, a deeper work 

commitment and improved work ethic, these wages are 

called efficiency wages. 

Higher skills and a professional work ethic are relevant to 

the construction industry.  Construction is a boom-bust 

industry with both seasonal and cyclical turbulence that 

makes it difficult to build and retain the human capital 

needed to provide the quality construction required by both private and public owners.  Higher efficiency wages provide 

the incentives needed to retain skilled workers in the industry and eliminates the need to constantly remake the required 

skill structure after each seasonal and cyclical downturn puts an unemployment squeeze on the labor force.   

In addition, construction is an industry that relies upon the craft ethic of skilled workers.  Construction workers often have 

to work independently away from close supervision.  Efficiency wages, including good benefits provide the incentives 

needed to induce construction workers to own their work and have a craft pride in the quality of their work.  These two 

factors—the need to retain human capital in a turbulent industry that is constantly throwing workers out of work, and the 

need to have construction workers internalize a craftwork ethic and take overall responsibility for the quality of their own 

work—mean that higher wages in fact induce higher productivity in construction.  Construction is a classic example of the 

efficiency wage effect on productivity from higher wage rates and better benefits. 

Here we will focus first on the impact of prevailing wage laws on building costs and follow two threads of analysis to assess 

the hypothetical cost savings of a repeal based on the wage-differential method. First, we will make use of data from the 

US Economic Census for Construction to gauge the share of labor in total contractor costs and potential levels of savings 

from a repeal of the Kentucky prevailing wage law. In this measurement we will ignore the important substitution, 

productivity and efficiency wage effects discussed above. Thus, the exercise will overstate potential savings from a repeal 

of Kentucky’s prevailing wage law. Second, we will introduce the total cost effect that incorporates substitution, 

productivity and efficiency wage effects using an analysis of a natural experiment involving Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan 

and an analysis of Ohio’s public school exemption from prevailing wage laws. 

4.4.3 Low-Wage Construction Risks the Ability to Deliver On-Time, Built-Right Projects 

A caveat is in order regarding the definition of the total cost. The total cost effect defined above, even after incorporating 

substitution and productivity effects, is still limited because it does not take into consideration the long-term dynamic 

impact of prevailing wage legislation. The long-term effects relate to the development path of the construction industry. If 

low wages lead to higher turnover for the entire industry, lower training, and increasing use of less-experienced or less-

Efficiency wage theory points out that higher wages 

can actually raise the productivity of workers and 

reduce average costs by creating incentives to work 

harder or more responsibly or more efficiently or 

more steadily. 
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skilled workers, higher injury and fatality rates, and lower quality craftsmanship, then prevailing wage laws produce 

industry-wide and economy-wide benefits in Kentucky by discouraging a low-wage, low-skill development path.  All the 

players in Kentucky’s economy rely upon a construction labor force that has the ability to deliver on-time projects built 

right the first time.  By driving wages in construction down to a range between $14 and $18 per hour, repeal advocates put 

all the economic actors in Kentucky at risk by creating a low-wage, low-skilled construction labor force that may not be 

able to deliver the goods. 

The anticipated consequence of the low-wage, low-skill growth path is deteriorating quality of construction and cost-

overruns, which raise long-term maintenance costs even if the immediate costs of buildings allegedly would be lower. If 

prevailing wage regulations encourage the payment of health insurance and pension benefits in construction, then they 

reduce the social costs of construction associated with uncompensated care at hospitals and unmet needs of senior 

citizens.  

Also, if a local construction industry has difficulty providing technologically advanced infrastructure, then a low-wage 

development path for construction can also reduce the ability of the local economy to develop technically advanced and 

globally competitive local industries.  

In addition, in periods of economic downturn when state and federal public works expenditures are aimed not only at 

refurbishing public infrastructure but also stimulating local employment, the role of prevailing wage regulations in leveling 

the playing field for local contractors and local workers relative to contractors and workers coming from outside the area 

may play a significant role in insuring that government expenditures in fact stimulate local employment and local business 

activity.  

Any evaluation of the expected savings from eliminating prevailing wage mandates would not be complete without 

accounting for these factors.  

4.5 Labor Costs Are 20% of Total Costs on Kentucky Public Construction 

4.5.1 The Wage-Differential Approach Is Outdated and Discredited 

The “wage-differential” approach first estimates the hypothetical wage that would be paid if the project were not covered 

by prevailing wage law. It is assumed the lower wage is fully passed on to the owner of the project in lower contract costs 

rather than bumping up contractor profits. With these assumptions in hand, this method then estimates the 

counterfactual construction cost that would exist in the absence of the law and compares it with a hypothetical cost under 

the law.  

Most of these wage-differential studies are old, and generally suggest savings estimates that are modest. The estimated 

cost inflation attributable to the prevailing wage differential was on the order of 1.5 to 3% of public construction 

expenditure according to most studies (Gujarati, 1967; GAO, 1979, 1981; Goldfarb and Morrall, 1978, 1981; Gould and 

Bittlingmayer, 1980; Keller and Hartman, 2001).  A few recent non-peer-reviewed, think-tank studies, however, have 

estimated more substantial savings figures. Vedder (1999) and Kersey (2007) of the Mackinac Center for Public Policy 

found a higher estimate of 10% savings for Michigan. Similarly, Glassman et al. (2008) of the Beacon Hill Institute provide a 

higher estimate of 9.9% savings. In contrast, some wage-differential studies such as Bourdon and Levitt (1980) find no 

upward bias in wages originating from prevailing wages, and Allen (1983) argued that the prevailing wage effect is very 

weak, raising construction costs merely by 0.3 to 0.4%. 
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The last legitimate peer-reviewed academic journal to publish the wage-differential methodology was the Keller and 

Hartman 2001 paper.  Many papers using more modern econometric and statistical analysis have since been published 

including those of this author.
4
  From an academic standpoint, the wage differential approach is no longer acceptable.   

Closer inspection of the studies that adopt the wage-differential method raises questions concerning their methodological 

adequacy.  For our purposes, an extended engagement with such idiosyncratic methodological shortcomings would be 

missing the forest for the trees.  We refer interested readers to a comprehensive literature review of this method.
xix

 The 

most salient point is that this approach does not control for other factors that affect construction costs, including structure 

types and specifications, substitutability between inputs (e.g. different grades of labor and capital), and variability in 

productivity levels. 

4.5.2 Giving the Devil His Due  

In the remainder of this section, however, we will carry on 

as if the wage-differential approach were still plausible and 

carry out an example of how it is used to estimate cost 

savings of a Kentucky repeal under the conditions that are 

most favorable to the wage-differential argument by 

ignoring all these other factors that affect the total project 

cost. 

The amount of savings that would be attained by a cut in wages depends on the share of labor costs in the total cost of 

construction. If labor costs, including wages and benefits, constitute a large portion of the total cost, then the potential 

savings that would be realized by wage/benefit reductions are also going to be higher.  So it is important to accurately 

calculate labor costs. 

The appropriate data source for this exercise is the U.S. Economic Census, Construction which surveys construction 

contractors in every state every five years. We will use the results of the 2007 survey, since the results of the most recent 

2012 survey have yet to be released.  

 

 

                                                                        

4
 JaeWhan Kim, Kuo-Liang Chang and Peter Philips, "The Effect of Prevailing Wage Regulations on Contractor Bid 

Participation and Behavior: A Comparison of Palo Alto, California with Four Nearby Prevailing Wage Municipalities" 

Industrial Relations, Vol. 51, Issue 4, pp. 874-891, October, 2012; Kevin Duncan, Peter Philips and Mark Prus, "Using 

Stochastic Frontier Regression to Estimate the Construction Cost Inefficiency of Prevailing Wage Laws," Engineering, 

Construction and Architectural Management," Vol. 19 Iss: 3, pp.320 - 334. Published, 05/02/2012 ; Kevin Duncan, Peter 

Philips and Mark Prus, “The Effects of Prevailing Wage Regulations on Construction Efficiency in British Columbia,” 

International Journal of Construction Education and Research, 1550-3984, Volume 5, Issue 2, April 2009 

 

Closer inspection of the studies that adopt the wage-

differential method raises questions concerning their 

methodological adequacy.   
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Figure 2: Labor costs as a percent of total costs in Kentucky construction 1972 to 2007 

For the period 1972 to 2007, Figure 2 shows Kentucky blue-collar labor costs—wages and benefits including payroll taxes—

as a percent of total construction costs (excluding land acquisition costs, construction design and oversight services not 

provided by construction contractors).  Figure 2 also shows blue-collar workers as a percent of all construction contractor 

employees again from 1972 to 2007.  Over this period, blue collar workers have fallen from 87% of all construction 

contractor employees to 73%.  Blue collar wages have fallen from 28% of the total costs contractors charged owners to 

16%.  Blue collar benefits including payroll taxes in percentage terms have remained almost constant from 1977 to 2007 at 

4.7% of the total costs charged by contractors to owners in construction.  In 2007 in Kentucky, blue-collar labor costs as a 

percent of total costs were 21%.  This means that, on average, whatever potential savings a repeal of prevailing wage 

requirements might bring, they cannot exceed 21% of total construction costs and under that implausible scenario, all 

construction workers would have to work for free. 

We pause here to consider the possibility that some contractors may assert that their labor costs are higher than 21% of 

total costs.  There are several factors that may account for this.  First, the contractor may be considering not only blue-

collar-labor but also that contractor’s white-collar-labor costs.  Second, the contractor may be a subcontractor who was 

not responsible for the purchase of construction materials.  Third, the contractor might have in mind a renovation project 

that did not involve significant material or white-collar labor costs.  And finally, fourth, contractors when considering their 

labor costs do not typically put their own profit in the denominator as a part of total costs.  Indeed, profits are not a cost to 

the contractor but rather are a return on investment.  But to the owner, the contractor’s profit is a cost.  So for these four 
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reasons, the U.S. Economic Census for Construction data are more reliable than the testimony of individual contractors 

regarding blue-collar labor costs as a percent of total costs. 

It might be argued that public works construction involves more blue-collar labor than is typical of all construction in 

Kentucky.  In fact, however, just the opposite is true.  State, county and municipal construction in Kentucky typically 

involves less blue-collar labor than the typical private construction project.  This is primarily because public works involves 

more infrastructure construction such as roads, sewers, water treatment plants.  Heavy and civil contractors doing this 

kind of work tend to have lower blue-collar labor costs as a percent of total costs. 

 

 

Figure 3: Percent of work done by type of contractor comparing state-county-municipal construction to private construction in Kentucky, 2007 

Figure 3 shows that in 2007 in Kentucky, 47% of state, county and municipal construction was performed by heavy and civil 

engineering contractors (formerly called heavy and highway contractors).  In contrast, only 9% of private construction was 

done by heavy and civil engineering contractors.  While for overall construction in Kentucky in 2007 the average blue-collar 

labor costs (including benefits and payroll taxes) were 21% of total construction costs (excluding land acquisition and other 

costs that are not payments to contractors), for highway, street and bridge construction blue-collar labor costs were 17% 

of total construction costs and other civil-engineering construction blue-collar labor costs were 20% of total construction 

costs.  Across all state, county and municipal construction in Kentucky in 2007, blue-collar labor costs were 20.3% of 

total construction costs compared to 21.2% for all construction in Kentucky.  So if anything, public construction in 

Kentucky has lower blue-collar labor costs as a percent of total costs compared to private construction. 

And a key point is this: blue-collar labor costs as a percent of total costs have continuously fallen for as long as we have 

data.  Figure 2 shows that over the 30 years from 1977 to 2007, blue collar labor costs as a percent of total costs in 

Kentucky have fallen by one-third.  This is partly due to technological change and rising blue-collar construction labor 

productivity.  It is also due to the rise of white-collar employment as some general contractors and other construction 

contractors assume some of the architectural, engineering and project management activities traditionally performed by 

others.  (See Figure 2.)  By 2014, one can fairly assume that blue-collar labor costs have fallen further as a percent of total 

construction costs in Kentucky.  The significance of this fact is as follows: repealing prevailing wage regulation based on 

the assertion that such a repeal will substantially reduce public construction costs.  This claim has cost-cutters aiming 

at an already shrinking piece of the overall pie.  Even if all the implausible assumptions of the wage-differential 
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approach were true, the alleged savings claimed would continually diminish over time as the role of blue-collar labor 

costs become an ever smaller share of overall payments to contractors. 

 

Table 3: Hypothetical savings from prevailing wage repeal using the discredited wage differential approach5 

 
*Drop in total costs rounded to the nearest percent. 

 

Table 3 presents an example of the wage-differential approach and how it tries to analyze the projected effects of 

repealing prevailing wages.  In columns A through D, Table 3 shows a hypothetical million dollar construction project with 

blue-collar-labor wages and benefits accounting for 20% of the million dollar total cost.  Column D shows a hypothetical 

prevailing wage plus benefits prior to repeal.  This wage and benefit package of $45.56 is the 2013 Kentucky prevailing 

wage for skilled plumbers and pipefitters in Fayette County.  It includes $30.oo in wages and $15.56 in health insurance, 

pension and other benefits.  (This is Senator McDaniel’s hypothetical case that construction workers earn $44 per hour 

only this includes benefits, is for the most skilled type of construction worker and in one of the highest paid areas of the 

state).  Column E presents a range of hypothesized lower wages due to repeal.  These range from a 95% fall in wages to a 

5% fall in wages.  So the various wage rates considered range from two rates below the federal minimum wage ($2.28 and 

$4.56 per hour counting benefits) and 5 wage-plus-benefit packages above the minimum wage ranging from $11.39 per 

hour to $43.28 per hour.  Columns G through I show the corresponding blue collar labor costs, other non-land costs and 

total costs (i.e. payments to contractors) under the new lower hypothesized wage rates and lock-step declines in blue 

collar labor costs.   (“Lock-step” is because of the assumption that there is no connection between wages and 

productivity).  

In the case of Kentucky, Dave Adkisson, president of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce referring to the 2001 Legislative 

Research Commission Report argues that “labor costs are increased 17 to 24 percent per project due to the prevailing wage 

law…”
xx

  Using the wage-difference methodology in Table 3, a 17% decline in Kentucky construction wages and benefits on 

public works would amount to a 3.4% decline in total public construction costs.  A 24% decline in wages and benefits on 

                                                                        
5
 Note: $45.56 assumed wage and benefit rate equals the plumber and pipefitters Kentucky prevailing wage base rate of 

$30.00 and fringe benefits of $15.56 for Fayette County in 2013.  See p. 7 of KENTUCKY LABOR CABINET PREVAILING 
WAGE DETERMINATION CURRENT REVISION LOCALITY NO. 008 
http://www.labor.ky.gov/dows/doesam/pw/Current%20Prevailing%20Wage%20Rates/LOC%2008%20-%20CR8-008%20-
%20073013.pdf  

http://www.labor.ky.gov/dows/doesam/pw/Current%20Prevailing%20Wage%20Rates/LOC%2008%20-%20CR8-008%20-%20073013.pdf
http://www.labor.ky.gov/dows/doesam/pw/Current%20Prevailing%20Wage%20Rates/LOC%2008%20-%20CR8-008%20-%20073013.pdf
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Kentucky public works would results in a 4.8% decline in Kentucky public construction costs.  If Senator McDaniel got his 

way and wages in this example were driven down to $14 to $18 per hour, a 60% to 70% cut in wages, again assuming that 

this draconian wage cut had not connection to labor productivity and that contractors did not grab some of these wage 

cuts in higher profits, then total payment to contractors would fall by 11% to 13%.  Of course, one could ask workers to 

work for free and even more money could be saved—20%!  But no one thinks that cutting wages by 100% would have no 

affect labor productivity.  In fact, most people would think that cutting wages by 100% would mean workers would not 

even show up for work.  Nonetheless, Senator McDaniel seems to think that cutting wages by 70% will not affect labor’s 

willingness or ability to work in any way.   

We review the Legislative Research Commission Report in Appendix A.  Here we simply note that Mr.  Adkisson’s 

hypothetical savings of 3.4% to 4.8% will disappear and never be achieved if dropping wage rates and benefits by 

17% to 24% have negative impacts on labor productivity.  Senator McDaniel’s hypothetical that wages can be cut by 

70% with no affect on apprenticeship training, human 

capital formation, worker retention or worker morale is 

risible. 

As mentioned above, prevailing wage rates induce 

contractors to substitute relatively less expensive capital 

and skilled labor for less-skilled labor. They invest in 

apprenticeship training.  They manage the job site better 

partly by having skilled labor capable of self-management. These substitutions can offset some and possibly even all of the 

costs associated with a higher wage rate. Efficiency wages round out the adjustments by inducing workers to want to work 

harder, smarter, better.  These factors are not considered by the wage-differential approach represented in the table 

above nor in the arguments of prevailing wage critics relying upon the wage-differential approach. 

4.6 The Efficiency of Prevailing Wages 

Calculations in Table 3 overlook the issues of working harder, smarter, better.  These efficiency wage factors link higher 

wages and higher productivity together.  Higher wages can in the case of construction directly raise productivity by raising 

the opportunity cost of losing a job and giving incentives to workers to work harder and smarter.  Efficiency wages create 

worker ownership in their own work and a craft ethic.  Workers internalize a sense of responsibility and reliability.  In 

construction work where getting it done right the first time is an essential element in timely delivery of quality 

craftsmanship, higher wages and higher productivity can easily go hand-in-hand.  It is notable that the critics of prevailing 

wages do not factor in the issue of timely delivery of a project into their calculation of construction costs. 

One example of the effect of efficiency wages in raising construction labor productivity comes in the case of health 

insurance benefits.  Prevailing wage fringe benefits reflect primarily health and pension benefits.  In most cases in 

Kentucky, prevailing wages require the payment of significant benefits.  For instance, in Fayette County as mentioned 

above, plumbers and pipefitters receive $15.56 per hour in pension benefits.
xxi

  Benefits such as these are required for most 

crafts in Fayette County.  But not all crafts.  The prevailing benefit for cement masons in Fayette County is 59 cents per 

hour clearly indicating that contractors are not required to provide health benefits to masons on public works in Fayette 

County.  Research has shown that construction workers with decent health insurance benefits are 40% more likely to stay 

in construction than workers without health insurance.  Research has also shown that construction workers with higher 

wage rates are more likely to stay within the industry through seasonal and cyclical turbulence and high unemployment.
xxii

 

 

Research has shown that construction workers with 

decent health insurance benefits are 40% more likely 

to stay in construction than workers without health 

insurance. 
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4.6.1 An Example of How the Cheap Labor Approach Squanders Skills 

In a profile of a nonunion construction worker, “Daniel,” by the Commonwealth Fund, we see the case of an individual that 

moves from being covered by health insurance to not being covered:
6
 

Like most of the construction workers he knows, Daniel has spent years flipflopping on and off health insurance. 

When he’s been lucky, he’s had jobs that last 7 or 8 months, working for a firm large enough to offer insurance to 

employees.  When he’s been less lucky, he’s worked for smaller contractors or picked up some income doing 

home repairs as an independent laborer. In these situations, health insurance has never been an option.
xxiii

 

Like most construction workers, Daniel moves from contractor to contractor. But unlike most union construction workers, 

each move Daniel makes runs the risk of losing his health 

coverage. Thus, while Daniel’s years of accumulated, 

industry specific human capital may induce him to remain 

in construction, he is nonetheless more susceptible to a job 

offer outside of construction compared to a comparably 

experienced union worker simply because that union 

worker going outside construction would run a risk of 

losing health insurance coverage.  Also, nonunion workers 

who receive health insurance from their contractors are 

less likely than Daniel to leave construction.  But when workers on public works receive 59 cents per hour in benefits, such 

as cement masons in Fayette County, they are more like Daniel.  And in Daniel’s case, the absence of health insurance has 

contributed to reduced productivity. 

One result of the on-again-off-again health insurance is that Daniel has never had the benefit of follow-up 

treatments after injuries. He has never had physical therapy, never received a neurological work-up to figure out 

why he doesn’t have feeling in certain fingers, and never received a prescription for anti-inflammatory drugs or 

other medication that might have reduced the severity of his arthritis.
xxiv

 

At the time Daniel’s case was described, he was 61 years old and out of the labor market. Rather than leaving construction 

for a better paying job or a job that provided health insurance, Daniel left because the absence of health insurance 

contributed to a loss of productivity that has disqualified him from further construction work. At this point Daniel has been 

unable to work for 2 years. As he sees it, at age 61, his years of hard work and injuries have caught up with him. In 

particular, he is afraid to climb ladders, an essential part of construction work. His concern, he explains, is both because of 

the numbness in his fingers (he’s not sure he can grip the ladder) and because of deteriorating vision in his one good eye. 

(He suspects that glasses may help, but he can’t afford them). 

4.6.2 Skilled Workers Earn More 

The loss of workers with substantial years of industry experience extinguishes that person’s share of the accumulated 

human capital in the industry. And because construction is a cooperative production process, Daniel’s absence reduces the 

possibilities of others learning from his experience-based knowledge. Union workers, workers with health insurance and 

                                                                        
6
 Daniel’s story can be found here: http://www.commonwealthfund.org/usr_doc/site_docs/uninsuredprofiles/daniel.htm  (last 

accessed Nov. 16,2013) ; this passage about Daniel was taken from JaeWhan Kim and Peter Philips’ summary of Daniel’s 

story found here first appeared in JaeWhan Kim and Peter Philips, “Health Insurance and Worker Retention in the 

Construction Industry,”  Journal of Labor Research, 2010.  

 Lost skills and lost experience means greater risks of 

accidents, greater risks of work interruptions, greater 

risks that work is not completed on-time and greater 

risks that the work is done poorly requiring rebuilds 

and higher downstream maintenance costs. 

http://www.commonwealthfund.org/usr_doc/site_docs/uninsuredprofiles/daniel.htm
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pension benefits, and workers with higher wages are more likely to remain in the construction industry longer both 

because their better wages, health insurance and pension benefits serve as incentives to remain.  

Thus, not only will better remunerated workers tend to have more experience than poorly-paid workers, but also multi-

employer apprenticeship programs provide a vehicle for contractors and the union, as a group, to invest more in the 

training of union workers. And the apprenticeship programs provide a formal method for older workers to transmit their 

know-how to younger workers. While unions account for about 25% of all blue collar construction workers, unions account 

for about 75% of all graduating construction apprentices.
xxv

  Because training and experience lead to a more productive 

and safe construction labor force, prevailing wage regulations that require higher wages and pension and  health insurance 

provide a set of incentives to make the construction labor force more productive and safer.  Critics of prevailing wage are 

arguing that the state can save money on public construction by reducing or eliminating health and pension benefits.  If 

they succeed in eliminating these benefits, they may also succeed in substantially reducing construction labor productivity 

and construction industry attachment.  Lost skills and lost experience means greater risks of accidents, greater risks of 

work interruptions, greater risks that work is not completed on-time and greater risks that the work is done poorly 

requiring rebuilds and higher downstream maintenance costs. 

 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of wages, pensions and benefits paid in states with and without prevailing wage laws. 

Figure 4 shows that in states with prevailing wage laws compared to states without prevailing wage laws, construction 

workers are paid 18% more in wages, 25% more in social security and workplace injury insurance and 56% more in 

pension and health insurance.  This means that in states like Kentucky it is easier to train construction workers and 

know that the human capital investment in apprenticeship training will not be lost to the industry and know that 

trained workers will continue to accumulate additional experience without leaving the industry and know that 
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contractors and owners will benefit in terms of a more productive workforce and higher quality construction projects.  

Dropping wages and benefits as hypothesized in Table 3 will have the effect of pushing many of the best workers out of 

construction and attracting less skilled workers many of whom will be less likely to stay in construction long enough to 

accumulate sufficient experience to do the job safely and correctly. 

 

4.6.3 Prevailing Wage Law States Have Better Educated Construction Workers 

 

  

Figure 5: Percent difference in education attainment between prevailing wage law states and no-law states for construction workers broken down by 

skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled construction workers. 

States with prevailing wage laws have a better educated construction labor force.  Figure 5 shows that in states like 

Kentucky which have prevailing wage laws, for all blue-collar construction workers, these states have 3.3% fewer high-

school dropouts working construction, 2.7% more high school graduates working construction and 0.6% more college 

graduates working as blue-collar construction workers.  For skilled workers such as plumbers and electricians, 

prevailing wage law states have 2.8% fewer high-school dropouts, 2% more high-school graduates and 0.9% more 

college graduates working blue-collar skilled construction jobs.  For semi-skilled workers such as carpenters, 

prevailing wage law states have 4.3% fewer dropouts, 3.7% more high-school graduates and 0.6% more college 
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graduates working in these semi-skilled blue-collar construction jobs.  For unskilled workers such as construction 

laborers, prevailing wage law states have 2.5% fewer high school dropouts, 1.9% more high school graduates and 

0.6% more college graduates working these less skilled blue-collar construction jobs compared to no-law states.
7
  

Having construction workers who are more literate and numerate across the entire range of construction occupations 

makes the construction labor force in prevailing wage law states more productive and safer. 

 

4.6.4 Prevailing Wage Law States Have More Productive Construction Workers 

 

Figure 6: Difference in the value added per construction worker in prevailing wage law-states compared to no law states by all construction and segments 

where prevailing wage law regulations most often apply 

The productivity effects of human-capital substitution and efficiency wages-and-benefits associated with prevailing wage laws can 
be seen quite clearly in the difference in value added per worker in states with prevailing wage laws compared to states without 
prevailing wage laws.  Figure 6 shows that in states with prevailing wage laws, value added per worker is, on average, 14% 

                                                                        
7
 Note that laborers may be doing unskilled tasks on a construction site but they still must be as skilled and careful as all 

the other workers on the site when it comes to safety.  A poorly trained and inexperienced worker from a safety standpoint 
is a danger to himself, a danger to others and a threat to the critical path of the construction project.  So having better 
educated unskilled workers is a boon to safety training and the smooth operation of the construction site. 
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higher than in construction for states without prevailing wage laws.  Furthermore, if we focus on segments where much of 
the work is state, county or municipal public works, the value added per worker is even higher.  These are segments of 
construction where in states with prevailing wage regulations prevailing wages are required.  In water, sewer and related 
construction, value added per worker is 21% higher in states with prevailing wage laws; value added per workers is 31% 
higher in highway, street and bridge construction where state prevailing wage laws exists; and in other heavy and civil 
engineering work, value added per worker is 33% higher in states with prevailing wage laws.  These higher value added per 
worker is a reflection of both more capital per worker, more human capital per workers and a greater commitment to the 
construction industry which leads to a more experienced labor force in prevailing wage law states.  Reflecting this experience, 
construction workers in prevailing wage law states are older and more experienced than construction workers in no-law states and 
these more experienced workers get hurt less. 

4.6.5 Prevailing Wage Law States Have More Experienced and Safer Construction Workers 

 

 

Figure 7: Average potential experience of construction workers in no-law and prevailing wage-law states plus the increase in reported disabilities for 

construction workers in no-law states compared to law states, 2009-11 
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Figure 7 shows that in 2009-2011, the average potential construction industry experience of blue-collar construction workers in 
no-law states was about a half-year less than in law states.  While this difference is numerically small it is nonetheless statistically 
significant.  More importantly, it is practically significant as well.  Construction workers in no-law states reported 12% more 
disabilities compared to construction workers in prevailing wage law states.  Construction is one of the most dangerous 
industries in the U.S.  More workers die annually in construction than in any other industry segment.  Injury rates in construction 
are among the highest of any industry segment.

xxvi
  Disabilities rise with age: to have the older, more experienced construction 

workforce in prevailing wage law states reporting fewer disabilities compared to the younger workforce in no-law states 
underscores the importance of even small differences in average potential construction experience.

8
  A workforce that knows how 

not to get hurt is also a workforce that knows how to get the job done safely, effectively and without interruption.  Experience both 
creates and reflects higher productivity with safety being one of the markers of higher productivity.  Safer workers interrupt the job 
less with fewer accidents and lose fewer skilled and experienced workers to accidents. 

 

4.7 A Natural Experiment: School Construction Costs in Kentucky, Ohio and 
Michigan 

4.7.1.1 MMMM 

Fortunately, we are not limited to the outmoded and discredited wage-differential approach.  Rather than a doubtful back-

of-the-envelope calculation based on even more doubtful assumptions about the lack of connection between wages and 

work, we can look at what has actually happened when states near Kentucky and including Kentucky have passed or 

repealed prevailing wage laws. 

In the 1990s, a natural experiment occurred that can help us answer the question: how do prevailing wage regulations 

affect public construction costs?  In 1996, Kentucky went from not having a prevailing wage law on public schools to 

implementing prevailing wages on all public school construction.  In 1997, Ohio went from having prevailing wage 

regulations apply to public schools to removing the law.  Due to a court decision, Michigan suspended its prevailing wage 

regulations on schools in late 1994 only to re-implement the regulation in the middle of 1997 when the court decision was 

overturned.  So we have a natural experiment that employs both a before-and-after comparison within three adjoining 

states, and a here-and-there comparison across these three states looking at new school construction costs in each state.  

Furthermore, the type of construction, schools, is a relatively homogeneous set of construction projects and the time 

period is close together.  So this natural experiment provides a close apples-to-apples comparison of public school 

construction with and without prevailing wage regulations.  Figure 8 shows the timing in the 1990s when each state had 

and did not have prevailing wage regulations in force. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        
8
 We cannot measure actual construction experience over decades because data do not track individuals over that length 

of time.  “Potential experience” is defined as reported age minus 18 years.)  
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Figure 8: Prevailing wage policy by state, Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan, 1991-2000 

 

Using FW Dodge data covering 391 new schools constructed in Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan over the period 1992 to 2000, 

analysis done by this author in 2001 showed that there was no measurable, statistically significant difference in the total 

cost of construction associated with the removal or prevailing wage regulations.
xxvii

 

Table 4: Description of the new schools used in the study 

Number of New Schools in Study 391

Average Square Foot Size of the School 86,415

Average Total Cost of the Project (Year 2000 dollars $8,483,937

Percent of All Schools

     Michigan 38%

     Ohio 36%

     Kentucky 26%

Percent of School with a Gym-Pool Facility 7%

Percent of Urban Schools 32%

Percent of Schools Built Under Prevailing Wages 49%

Characteristic of Schools in Study

  

 

Table 4 shows that of the 391 new schools with an average size of 86,415 square feet, almost half (49%) were built under 

prevailing wages and half (51%) were not.  Michigan, which had prevailing wages, then dropped this requirement and then 

resumed prevailing wages, accounted for 38% of the schools in the sample.  Ohio accounted for 36% and Kentucky 

accounted for 26% of the schools.  Thirty-two percent of the schools were in urban areas while the rest were rural.  All the 

monetary figures in the study were normalized in the year 2000 dollars and the average project cost was almost $8.5 

million.  Before looking at all three states, we will start by looking at the two adjacent states of Kentucky and Ohio. 
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Figure 9: Median square foot cost of new elementary schools before and after law changes in Kentucky and Ohio, 1992-

2000 

A simple comparison in Figure 9 of the median square foot cost of new school construction based on “start costs” (or 

accepted bid price) in Kentucky and Ohio over the 1992 to 2000 time period shows no discernible cost effect either of 

Kentucky implementing prevailing wages in 1996 or Ohio removing prevailing wages for schools in 1997.
xxviii

   Table 5 

shows the mean square foot cost of rural schools in periods in which there was no law ($96) compared to when there was a 

law ($98).  Table 5 also shows for urban schools the mean (or average) square foot cost when there was no law ($114) and 

when there was a law ($114).  In both cases there is no statistically significant difference in these average 

square foot costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Period 1: 
Ohio has law 
covering schools 
Kentucky does not. 

Period 2: 
Kentucky has law covering 
schools, Ohio does not. 

 

a b c d e f g

1

2 Mean Standard Deviation Number Mean Standard Deviation Number

3 No Law $96 $26 161 $114 $36 40

4 Law $98 $24 104 $114 $34 86

5 t-test -0.76 0.05

6

Statistically 

Significant 

Difference?

NoNo

New Public Schools

Real (Inflation Adjusted) Square Foot Cost

Rural Schools Urban Schools

Table 5: Real, inflation adjusted square-foot cost of new public school construction in Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan 1992-2000 
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This 2001 Kentucky-Ohio-Michigan Study goes on to apply a more sophisticated econometric model to these 391 new 

schools finding that there were statistically significant effects on total costs if ground were broken on a project at the onset 

of winter, and that rural schools were statistically less expensive compared to urban schools, and that Kentucky schools 

were less expensive compared to Ohio and Michigan, and if a school had a pool it was more expensive than if it did not.  

However, there were no measurably or statistically significant effects of prevailing wages on total start costs. 

In subsequent peer-reviewed
9
 research on more than 4000 new schools built nationwide published in the Journal of 

Education Finance,
xxix

 the results of the Kentucky-Ohio-Michigan Study were confirmed.  There was no measurably or 

statistically significant effect on start costs associated with the presence of prevailing wage regulations.  Additionally, it 

was found that substantial savings on school construction could be found if schools were built counter-cyclically. By 

avoiding building into what Engineering News Record calls “cost storms” when construction is booming, there is a 

measurably large and statistically significant savings that can accrue to the public.  Such counter-cyclical spending can also 

benefit the construction industry and the local community 

by dampening the chronic boom-bust cycle of 

construction.  Those who wish to save on public 

construction monies would be well advised to avoid 

breaking ground as winter hits and to seek breaking 

ground when the economy slumps.  Repealing prevailing 

wages will result in lower wages, benefits, training and productivity, but does not promise substantial savings on total 

construction costs.  Ohio Is an example where no savings could be found from exempting school construction from 

prevailing wage rules. 

4.8 Ohio Exempts Schools from Prevailing Wage Requirements 

 

When the 2001 Kentucky report upon which critics rely estimated that wages would drop by 17% to 24% on Kentucky 

public works, the report was essentially assuming that subsequent to a repeal, all workers would be paid nonunion wage 

rates and that union contractors would therefore not be competitive of public works.  Here we find that in Ohio subsequent 

to the school exemption from prevailing wage requirements, union contractors continued to win public school jobs while 

still paying union wages.  Indeed, we find that on average, union bids on public schools in Ohio have been slightly lower 

than nonunion bids subsequent to the exemption, although the difference was close enough to make the results not 

statistically significant.  This is consistent with the findings in the previous section that Ohio school construction costs did 

not decline after the state exempted school construction from prevailing wages.  The lesson from Ohio is that higher wage 

rates do not necessarily mean higher construction costs.  And claiming correctly that wage rates will fall after repealing 

prevailing wage laws does not really mean that public construction costs will decline. 

In 1997, Ohio exempted public school construction from prevailing wage requirements.  In 2013, Professor Alan Atalah, 

Dean for Graduate Affairs and graduate coordinator for the Construction Management Department at Bowling Green 

University published his study of the impact of Ohio’s prevailing wage exemption on Ohio’s public school construction 

costs in Ohio.  Dr. Atalah has a doctorate in Engineering with a specialization in Civil and Construction Engineering and 

teaches courses in Estimating and Bidding Strategies.  This background led him to frame his study around the bids of union 

contractors paying what would have been Ohio’s prevailing wage had the exemption not occurred compared to the bids of 

                                                                        
9
 Peer-review refers to the academic process whereby research proposed for publication is sent to a set of independent 

experts in the field for review.  The research is only published after it passes the evaluation of these reviewers and the 
journal editor. 

There was no measurably or statistically 

significant effect on start costs associated with 

the presence of prevailing wage regulations.   
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nonunion contractors on public schools who were free from prevailing wage requirements after the exemption took effect.  

Professor Atalah summarized the results of his study as follows: 

In 1997, the Ohio senate passed Senate Bill 102 which established the Ohio School Facilities Commission as a 

separate agency to oversee the rebuilding projects of the public schools in Ohio. To lower the construction cost, 

the bill exempted construction contractors from paying prevailing wages on these projects based on the 

hypothesis that this exemption would save the Ohio tax payer 10.7%. Many other studies concluded that these 

savings would range from 1.5 to 26%. The purpose of this research was to investigate this hypothesis through the 

statistical analysis of 8093 bids received for the schools’ construction from the years 2000 through 2007. Union 

contractors-who paid their workers union wages-and non-union contractors-who did not pay prevailing wages bid 

these projects. By comparing the bids/SF [bid price per square foot] from both groups (union and nonunion), the 

hypothesis was tested. The research indicated 

that there was no significant difference between 

the bids/SF for union contractors and the bids/SF 

for non-union contractors.
xxx

  

Atalah divided his sample of 8093 bids into two sets—1) all 

bids except the lowest bid and 2) the lowest bids only.  The 

hypothesis is as follows: if prevailing wage regulations 

increase bid costs, then eliminating prevailing wages will 

free nonunion contractors to pay lower wages while union contractors constrained by their collective bargaining 

agreements will continue to pay wages at or higher than what prevailing wage regulations would have required them to 

pay.  So the question is—did nonunion contractor bids come in lower than union contractor bids on Ohio public schools 

after prevailing wage requirements were eliminated?  Table 6 shows that on average, both for the lowest bids on projects 

and for the bids which were not the lowest, nonunion contractors bid higher.  However, from a statistical standpoint, the 

difference between union and nonunion contractor bids on Ohio public schools was insignificant.  Thus, Dr. Atalah rejected 

the hypothesis that the elimination of prevailing wage requirements on Ohio public schools led to lower bids. 

Table 6: Differences in the average bid price per square foot for Ohio public schools by union and nonunion contractor, 2000 to 2007xxxi 

 

  

Union / Non-

Union 

Contractor

Number of 

Bids on 

Public 

School 

Projects

Average Bid 

Cost per 

Square Foot

Standard 

Deviation

Probability 

You Would 

Be Wrong if 

You 

Thought the 

Averages 

Were 

Different

Accept / 

Reject 

Hypothesis 

that 

Average 

Squarefoot 

Bid Costs 

Are 

Different

Union 2,307 19.22 25.31

Non-union 4,286 20.49 43.03

Union 547 16.99 23.54

Non-union 949 18.49 39.57

All Bids Except 

Lowest

Lowest Bids

0.1936 Reject

0.4199 Reject

In Ohio, there was no significant difference between 

the bids per square foot for union contractors and 

non-union contractors despite union contractors 

paying what would have been the prevailing wage 

absent repeal. 
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5 The Impact of Repeal on Kentucky Income 
and Tax Revenues  

 

5.1 Overview 

While critics and proponents of prevailing wage regulations may disagree on many things, one thing they all do agree on is 

that repealing prevailing wages on Kentucky public works will lower the wage rates of many construction workers.  One 

original purpose of prevailing wage laws was, in fact, to prevent the undercutting of local labor standards by not allowing 

cutthroat bidding on public works.  Public bidding is not the same as private sector construction bidding.  The public owner 

is generally not free to take any but the lowest bonded bidder while in the private sector the owner is free to take the 

second or any other bid based on a sense of better quality and performance or a belief that the lowest bidder is unreliable 

or missed something.  In the public sector a cutthroat contractor can seize the project with a lowball bid and then work the 

specifications for change orders to make his profit there.  The private sector owner can go on past experience and 

reputation to refuse cheap labor contractors trying to game the system.  The case presented later in this report provides an 

excellent example in Iowa, a non-prevailing-wage-law state where the public owner was just such a victim of cutthroat 

bidding practices. 

Repealing prevailing wages would allow cutthroat bidding based on cheap labor with a corresponding decline in public 

works wage rates potentially spilling over and lowering construction wages beyond public works.  Because most 

construction workers are local, a decline in construction worker income has the potential to reduce local consumer 

demand creating a domino effect lowering the incomes of Kentucky workers beyond construction itself.  We will see that 

these spillover and domino effects have happened elsewhere subsequent to prevailing wage repeals; and below, we will 

estimate the effect of a Kentucky repeal of prevailing wage regulations on construction worker income in Kentucky, overall 

Kentucky incomes and state income and sales tax revenues. 

Indeed, as will be shown below that right next door, in Ohio, construction wages on-and-off public works fell 7% relative to 

Kentucky’s construction wages after Ohio exempted public schools from prevailing wage requirements.  More generally, 

the academic literature suggests that overall construction wages will fall from 4% to 8% after the repeal of a prevailing 

wage law.  Because construction workers account for about 5% of any state’s overall labor force, a 4% to 8% cut in local 

construction worker incomes can spill over into the local economy and local tax base. 

However, as an offset, lower wages may lead contractors to hire more albeit cheaper workers.  While these lower-paid 

workers are likely to be less skilled, and some may come from out-of-state, nonetheless, an increase in construction 

employment with a repeal of prevailing wages will partially offset the effects of lower local construction worker incomes. 

The academic literature suggests that every 1% decline in construction wages may lead to a 0.2% increase in construction 

employment. 

The objective of this section is to examine how a repeal of the Kentucky state prevailing wage law would affect the annual 

earnings and employment of all Kentucky construction workers; and to examine the knock-on effects of a loss in Kentucky 

construction worker income but a possible gain in construction employment would have on state level income across all 

occupations as well as state income tax and sales tax revenues.  
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For this purpose, we will establish an employment and income baseline for the Kentucky construction industry.  This 

involves calculating a representative set of values for annual construction employment and average construction earnings 

in Kentucky.  With this baseline we will carry out hypothetical simulations to measure how these baseline values respond 

to a hypothetical repeal. This exercise requires knowledge of the magnitudes of structural parameters of the economy, 

including responsiveness of individual construction earnings to a repeal, the impact of a change in average construction 

wages on construction employment, and the spillover effect of the change in the total construction income on the rest of 

the state economy. Given these structural parameters, we will then calculate the impact of repeal on state income and tax 

revenues. 

In section 5.2, we describe our methodology and how we chose the baseline state economic and the structural 

parameters.  In section 5.3, we report our calculations of the impact of a prevailing wage law repeal on construction 

industry and aggregate income in Kentucky. Section 5.4 reports the estimated effects of the repeal on state income and 

sales tax revenues. We summarize findings in section 5.5. 

5.2 Methodology 

In constructing counterfactuals to estimate the tax-revenue impact of a prevailing wage law repeal in Kentucky, we first 

need a baseline of construction industry employment and earnings. In order to isolate the effects of year-to-year 

fluctuations in the level of construction activity, we chose the average values of construction employment and earnings 

over a ten-year period (2003-2012) as the baseline. This decade encompasses both a boom (2003-7), a bust (2008-10) and 

also a partial recovery (2011-12) in Kentucky construction activity.  We obtained Kentucky construction employment and 

earnings figures from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW).  These data 

include construction workers who were covered by unemployment insurance and exclude self-employed construction 

workers.
xxxii

   

The average annual Kentucky construction income over the period 2003 to 2012 (excluding benefits) expressed in 2013 

prices using the Midwest urban consumer price index was $44,519.
xxxiii

  Because blue collar workers, on average, earn less 

than white collar workers in Kentucky construction, blue collar income accounts to 67% of total Kentucky construction 

income despite accounting for 73% of construction employment (see Figure 2 above).
xxxiv

  Thus, we expect Kentucky 

average blue-collar construction income to be 8% less than overall average construction income.
10

  So the baseline blue-

collar construction average income for Kentucky over the period 2003 to 2012 is estimated at 92% of the overall average 

construction industry income or $40,957. 

The annual average construction industry employment for Kentucky over the period 2003 to 2012 was 77,972 employees.   

In 2007, blue collar workers accounted for 73% of all construction employment in Kentucky (again see Figure 2 above).  So 

we estimate the average number of blue collar construction workers in Kentucky over the period 2003 to 2012 to be 56,920 

(or 73% of 77,972).   

Estimation of construction income in the absence of prevailing wage law requires information on responses of the 

Kentucky construction earnings and employment levels to a repeal. We consider the impact on earnings first.  

When the prevailing wage law is no longer effective, individual construction income is expected to decline both on and off 

public works. The literature provides several estimates of the size of this impact based on data from states which repealed 

their prevailing wage laws. Philips et al. (1995) found an 8% difference between the wages in the strong and weak law 

                                                                        
10

 The calculation is (73% of employment minus 67% of payroll)=6% less than expected payroll if blue collar average income 
was the same as the overall construction average income; (6% less than expected payroll)/(73% of employment)=8% lower 
average annual income for blue collar workers compared to overall construction industry average.  
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states. Kessler and Katz (2001) estimated that construction worker wages declined by 2 to 4% in the long-run after the 

repeal. Based on average income levels in nine repeal states, Kelsay et al. (2004) reported that average annual earnings of 

a construction worker declined by 5% after the repeal. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Kentucky construction income as a percent of Ohio construction income before and after Kentucky adopted a prevailing wage law and before 

and after Ohio exempted schools from prevailing wages 

These estimates in the literature are consistent with the experience of Kentucky and Ohio.  Recall that Kentucky adopted a 

prevailing wage regulation in 1996.  Ohio exempted public schools and public higher education construction from 

prevailing wage regulations in 1997.  Figure 10 shows that when Ohio had a prevailing wage law covering schools and 

Kentucky had no prevailing wage law, Kentucky construction wages were about 80% of Ohio construction wages.  In the 

year 1996 when both states had prevailing wages, Kentucky’s construction wages were 82.5% of Ohio’s construction 

wages.  After Ohio exempted public schools from prevailing wage regulations, Kentucky construction wages rose to 87% 

of Ohio’s.  This suggests that enacting prevailing wages in Kentucky and exempting a major piece of state public 

construction in Ohio led to a 7% change in overall construction statewide income by changing the law. 
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The impact of a repeal on the compensation of construction workers is an important factor in determining the impact on 

the overall economy.  Recognizing that there does not exist a commonly agreed upon figure by researchers, we will 

calculate the overall income effects of a hypothetical repeal under two alternative estimates of the law’s impact on 

compensation. According to the first hypothetical, the repeal of the law lowers annual income by 4%; under the 

alternative, income declines by 8%.   

Because government benefits data are limited, no effort is made to assess the effects of a repeal on benefits.
 11

   However, 

as Figure 4 above shows, across all of construction, in prevailing wage law states, health insurance premiums and pension 

contributions are over 50% higher than in states without prevailing wage laws.  This suggests that any Kentucky repeal 

would result in a significant drop in construction worker benefits which would only add to the effects on income examined 

here. 

The repeal of the Kentucky prevailing wage law would lower construction wages both on and off of public works and, given 

the baseline employment level, would lower total earnings in the industry. Employment would not, however, remain the 

same because employers would hire more workers at lower wages, and a higher employment level, in turn, would affect 

total industry earnings positively.  

The second parameter we need to know in order to simulate how industry income levels would respond to a repeal is the 

elasticity of employment with respect to wages. The literature does not provide any estimates of this parameter for the 

Kentucky construction industry or for the Kentucky economy. However, many studies estimated this figure for the U.S. 

labor markets.
12

  While there is some variation among the findings of these studies, there is agreement that the figure is 

quite small.  It is commonly accepted that a one-percent drop in the wage rate raises employment by 0.2%, and this is the 

figure we will use in our estimations. 

So, in sum, we will assume that wage rates will fall by from 4% to 8% after a hypothetical repeal and that construction 

employment will rise by 0.2% for every 1% fall in wages; so that a 4% hypothetical decline in wages will correspond to a 

0.8% increase in employment and an 8% hypothetical decline in wages will correspond to a 1.6% increase in construction 

employment. 

5.3 Impact of the Prevailing Wage Law on the State Income Level 

Here we calculate the effect of a repeal on Kentucky construction worker income spilling over onto overall Kentucky 

income.  The baseline total annual income in the Kentucky construction industry is the product of a baseline construction 

employment and a baseline construction average earnings. The impact of prevailing wage law on construction income is 

the difference between this baseline figure and the product of the hypothetical no-law industry income calculated from 

earnings and employment levels based on the parameters presented above. 

These calculations are reported in Table 7. Row 1 in Table 7 shows the two scenarios’ wage assumption—a hypothetical 

wage drop of 4% and a hypothetical wage drop of 8% after repeal.  Row 2 in Table 7 shows the two scenarios’ 

employment assumption—a hypothetical increase in construction employment of 0.8% and 1.6% after repeal.  Rows 3 and 

4 in Table 7 state baseline annual construction employment and earnings respectively. The baseline blue-collar 

construction wage bill shown in row 5 is $2,331 million.  These estimates set up the two scenarios shown in columns A and 

B and developed in rows 7 through 15. 

                                                                        
11

 The literature’s estimates do not include the effect of a repeal on construction worker health insurance or retirement 
contributions.  Government benefits data are limited but it is probably true that repeals have a greater negative impact on 
benefits compared to wages.   
12

 See, for instance, Kniesner and Goldsmith (1987) and Belman (1988) 
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The scenario in column A of Table 7 is based on the low-end estimate that wages would decline by 4% in the absence of 

the prevailing wage law. A repeal would reduce annual earnings per blue-collar construction worker by $1,638 (that is: 

$40,957 times 0.04) down to $39,319, and raise employment by 455 (that is: 56,920 times 0.04 times 0.2) to 57,375.
13

  Thus, 

the wage bill in the absence of law is $2,256 million (that is: $39,319 times 57,375). These figures imply that the net income 

loss to the construction sector would be $75 million or 3.2% of the total baseline construction payroll.  

Under the high-end estimate of 8%, reported in column B, individual income declines to $37,680, and employment rises to 

57,831. Total income loss in the Kentucky construction sector would be $152 million or 6.5% of the baseline payroll. 

Table 7: Two estimates of the income and employment effects of a repeal of the Kentucky prevailing wage 

 

 

The adverse impact of the repeal on income, however, is not limited to either public works or the overall Kentucky 

construction industry. Since construction workers spend their incomes by purchasing goods and services produced in other 

industries, the decline in construction sector income spills over to other sectors of the state economy as well. The 

magnitude of this spillover effect is captured by the multiplier effect which measures the impact of a $1 decline in one 

sector’s income on the overall economy. For this purpose we use an income (also called an earnings) multiplier for 

construction in the state of Kentucky of 1.66.
14

  The value of the earnings multiplier for the Kentucky construction industry 

of 1.66 means that a $1 decrease in construction earnings lowers total earnings in Kentucky by $1.66. This value implies 

that the $75 million decline construction sector income, under the low-end estimate of a 4% decline, reduces the total 

                                                                        
13

 This formula is baseline employment times change in wages times change in employment due to a change in wages.  In 
scenario A the change in wages is 4% and scenario B the change in wages is 8%.  The baseline employment and wage 
elasticities are the same in both scenarios. 
14

 This multiplier was taken from Janet Harrah and Anne Gallagher, “Economic Impact Analysis, Brent Spence Bridge 
Replacement/Rehabilitation Project,” Table 1, Center for Economic Analysis and Development, Haile/US Bank College of 
Business, Northern Kentucky University, http://buildournewbridgenow.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/NKU-Economic-
Impact-Analysis.pdf      

http://buildournewbridgenow.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/NKU-Economic-Impact-Analysis.pdf
http://buildournewbridgenow.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/NKU-Economic-Impact-Analysis.pdf
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state income across all industries by $125 million once the linkages from construction to the rest of the economy are taken 

into account. At the high-end estimate of a $152 million or 8% decline in construction income, the total decline in Kentucky 

statewide income across all industries is $253 million.  In the next section, we will calculate the loss of state tax revenues 

associated with these estimated losses in state income due to a repeal of Kentucky’s state prevailing wage law.  

 

5.4 Impact on State Tax Revenues 

As the state income level declines, so do state tax revenues. In this section we calculate the magnitude of the impact of 

policy change on state tax revenues. We will estimate the impact on both state income tax revenue and sales tax 

collections, under the low- and high-end estimates presented in the previous section. 

Column A of Table 8 reports state tax revenue losses if a repeal lowers construction workers’ earnings by 4%. The 

marginal state income tax rate in Kentucky is 6%.  Following the findings reported in Table 7, the total state income loss of 

$125 million would cost the state $7.5 million in income tax revenue annually. If wages decline by 8% following the repeal, 

then the income tax loss would be $15.1 million. 

Table 8: Estimated loss in state income and tax revenues due to lower construction worker income after repeal of Kentucky's prevailing wage law 

 

 

Kentucky’s sales tax rate is 6%. In order to calculate sales tax loss due to declining income we need to know the state sales 

tax base for Kentucky.  This sales tax base is basically the percent of Kentucky income spent on purchases within Kentucky 

that are subject to the Kentucky sales tax.  Bruce and Fox (2000 Table 1) estimated the 2003 Kentucky state sales tax base 

as 44.2% of personal income. However, since 2000 internet sales have cut into state tax revenues.  In the absence of other 

more recent estimates for Kentucky’s sales tax base, we will assume that 30% of Kentucky income is spent on in-state 

purchases subject to the state’s sales tax.  Under these assumptions, the repeal of the prevailing wage law would reduce 

sales tax revenue by about $2.25 million under the low-end estimate of 4% decline in construction earnings. The total 

decline in state tax revenue, the sum of income and sales tax losses, in scenario A adds up to $9.8 million. Under the high-

end estimate of 8% in scenario B, sales tax revenue declines by $4.5 million and the total state tax revenue declines by 

$19.7 million.  So basically, repealing Kentucky’s prevailing wage law will lower state tax revenues by $10 million to $20 

million per year over the lifetime of the hypothetical repeal. 
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5.5 Income and Tax-Revenue Findings Summarized 

Thus, we have shown the impact of the prevailing wage law on Kentucky income levels and tax revenues. It should be kept 

in mind that the income losses are defined narrowly in this section. Specifically latent effects of prevailing wage laws on 

building and workforce quality are ignored and only the wage and employment effects are considered. Also the loss of 

health care contributions and pension contributions are also set aside including the shifting of some of these costs onto the 

taxpayer.  Using Kentucky’s annual average construction employment and earnings over the 2003-2012 period as the 

baseline, we find that in the absence of prevailing wage laws: 

 Construction blue-collar earnings will be lower in Kentucky by $75 to $152 million (in 2013 dollars), or 3.2% to 6.5% 

of the blue-collar construction wages. This is an annually recurring loss both on and off public works which 

depends on the low-and high-end estimates of wage response and corresponding employment response to a 

prevailing wage repeal.  The total loss, however, will be greater because health and pension benefit cuts are likely 

to be larger than take-home wage cuts; 

 

 The above estimate is only the loss of income to Kentucky construction workers. The total income effect for the 

state is higher because construction workers, in turn, spend much of their income in Kentucky and thus create a 

demand for the work of others. Taking this induced effect into account, the total lost income to Kentucky workers 

inside and outside of construction ranges from $125 to $252 million annually, again based on the low-and-high-

end estimates of wage and employment responses to a prevailing wage repeal; 

 

 Kentucky would lose from $10 million to $20 million in tax revenues annually; 

o The state would lose $7.5 to $15.2 million in income tax revenue annually; 

o The state would lose $2.25 to $4.55 million in sales tax revenue annually. 

 

 Any hypothetical savings to the taxpayer associated with weakening or eliminating prevailing wage mandates 

have to be offset by counterbalancing hypothetical losses in state tax revenues as well as hypothetical losses to 

Kentucky citizens due to lower income.  

 

6 The Dangers of Low-Ball Bidding 
Bidding on public works is not the same as bidding on private construction.  In the private sector, the owner has the option 

of taking the lowest bid, accepting another bid that seems more reasonable, going with a trusted contractor, considering 

contractor reputation and/or a variety of other factors and considerations.  On public works, the public owner must accept 

the lowest responsible bidder where responsible generally means that the bidder is bonded.  Compulsory low-bid 

acceptance is meant to forestall corruption in the public bidding process and bonding is meant to make the owner whole 

should the contractor prove nonperforming.  However, bonding is an imperfect insurance.  It often comes with project 

delays associated with replacing the nonperforming contractor and other uncompensated costs. 

In construction, like in many areas of life, there is a right way and a wrong way of doing things.  OSHA regulations, building 

codes and project specifications are all written to ensure that projects are built safely, correctly and according to the 

desires of the owner.  Safety inspections, building inspections and owner oversight are all needed to get the job done right.  

But inspection is not enough.  Construction work is dispersed.  Inspectors and supervisors cannot be constantly looking 

over the shoulders of each and every construction worker.   
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For owners who want safe, up-to-code, high quality, on-time-construction, meeting specifications—the first line of 

defense is trained workers who know how to do things safely and correctly and who have their own craft values helping to 

ensure a quality project. You need a workforce that has the work ethic to insist things be done right the first time, and 

workers who have the job-security allowing them to resist pressures to do things unsafely or on the cheap.  When you do 

not have these things, seemingly low-cost strategies can turn out very badly. 

6.1 A Low-Wage Contractor Burns Down an Historic Building 

A case in point is the restoration of the Iowa Old Capitol Dome.  Iowa is one of the 18 states that do not have prevailing 

wage regulations.  Low-ball bidding creates a lasting risk in no-law states such as Iowa that unscrupulous contractors will 

exploit government procurement procedures to grab work they cannot effectively and safely perform.   

In the summer of 2000, Old Cap, Iowa’s first state capitol, located at the heart of the University of Iowa campus, was slated 

for exterior renovations.  Shive-Hattery, an engineering firm from Cedar Rapids, was given oversight of the program.  In 

January, 2001, asbestos was discovered, and in August, 2001, Enviro Safe Air from South Dakota, (one of the other 17 

states without prevailing wage laws) as the low 

bidder at $105,876, began work on the asbestos 

removal portion of the contract.
xxxv

   

Phil Larson of Shive-Hattery said that he and other 

supervisors inspected almost daily the site where 

Enviro Safe Air employees worked. The University 

of Iowa official monitoring the project also 

inspected the site regularly:
 
“Lots of people had 

eyes on them,” Larson asserted.
xxxvi

  If inspection, by 

itself, could ensure a job done safely, Old Cap would 

not have burned. 

But project overseers had faith in the asbestos 

removal subcontractor.  “We think they [Enviro Safe 

Air] were doing the job properly.  Our experience 

with them has been very good,” Shive-Hattery’s 

Larson said.
xxxvii

  Unfortunately, no background check had been done on Enviro Safe Air to see what the experience of 

other owners and project managers had been.  Such a background check would have revealed that Enviro Safe Air had 

received 11 state code violations for the way it removed asbestos in the previous ten years.  In May, prior to the Old Cap 

fire, Enviro Safe Air had settled a lawsuit out-of-court over asbestos removal violations.
xxxviii

   

At the price Enviro Safe Air had bid the job, it was proving difficult to complete the work on time and at a profit.  The Old 

Cap fire occurred on November 20, 2001, almost two months behind the stated September 28 completion date for the 

asbestos removal.
xxxix

  The fast way to remove paint and asbestos is with heat guns and torches—but this is not a safe way 

for workers who are exposed to lead fumes and dried asbestos particles nor is it a safe way for a wooden building structure 

to be renovated.  As early as the end of 2000, the University had decided heat guns should not be used.
xl

 

Nonetheless, heat guns and torches were being used on the Old Cap removal work, and the consequences were eerily 

predicted by another contractor on the job site.  On October 23, 2001—about a month before the fire, Fritz Miller of 

Renaissance Restoration wrote an email to Al Bawden, a Shive-Hattery project manager, saying that Enviro Safe Air 

workers had set the building on fire several times.  Two days later, he again emailed Bawden: 

Figure 11: A sketch of the original, historic Iowa capitol, Old Cap 
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I have personally witnessed Enviro Safe personnel using open flame torches to remove paint on the cupola.  This is 

an unsafe method of removal, and we have great worry that a catastrophic fire will result from this practice.
xli

 … 

Burning material was falling from the work (on fire, not just smoldering)
xlii

 

Clearly, inspections of Enviro Safe’s activities were not adequate.  According to Miller, within 30 minutes of being told not 

to, Enviro Safe Air workers resumed the use of open flame torches to remove paint and asbestos.
xliii

  Drew Ives, interim 

associate vice president and director of the University of Iowa Facilities Services Group said after the fire: "The workers 

probably had a lot of pressure from the home office to pull off the job 

because it was costing them to have people there."
xliv

  Indeed, OSHA 

alleged that Enviro Safe Air instructed workers to use heat to remove 

material containing asbestos.  This is not only a fire hazard.  Heat can 

also dry the asbestos fibers allowing them to become airborne and 

creating a health risk to workers and others.  Additionally, OSHA 

alleged that Enviro Safe Air improperly used open-flame torches to 

remove lead-based paint, another environmental (as well as fire) 

hazard.  OSHA also said that Enviro Safe Air failed to properly train 

workers in removing lead-based paint.
xlv

  Regarding hazardous 

material removal workers, the US Department of Labor States: 

No formal education beyond a high school diploma is required for a 

person to become a hazardous materials removal worker. Federal 

regulations require an individual to have a license to work in the 

occupation….Most employers provide technical training on the job, but 

a formal 32- to 40-hour training program must be completed if one is 

to be licensed as an asbestos abatement and lead abatement worker or 

a treatment, storage, and disposal worker.
xlvi

 

 

Apparently this is the training that OSHA asserted Enviro Safe Air did 

not provide its workers.  And apparently prior to the fire no one 

investigated whether Enviro Safe Air was providing properly trained 

and licensed workers to the Old Cap job site.  The DOL says that:  “The 

occupation [of hazardous materials removal] is characterized by a relatively high rate of turnover, resulting in a number of 

job openings each year stemming from experienced workers leaving the occupation.”
 xlvii

  So this is an occupation where 

there is high labor turnover, experienced workers leave, a one-week training course is required but sometimes no one 

checks to see if workers have that training.   

One on-line job board states that most asbestos removal and insulation workers receive only informal training: 

Most insulation workers learn their trade informally on the job, although some complete formal apprenticeship 

programs. For entry-level jobs, insulation contractors prefer high school graduates who are in good physical 

condition and licensed to drive….Trainees who learn on the job receive instruction and supervision from 

experienced insulation workers. Trainees begin with simple tasks, such as carrying insulation or holding material 

while it is fastened in place. On-the-job training can take up to 2 years, depending on the nature of the work.
 xlviii

 

In contrast, trainees in formal apprenticeship programs receive in depth instruction in all phases of insulation. 

Apprenticeship programs may be provided by a joint committee of local insulation contractors and the local union of the 

Figure 12: The Old Cap fire caused by an out-of-state, low-

wage contractor using cheaper but prohibited heat techniques 

to remove paint and asbestos 
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International Association of Heat and Frost Insulators and Asbestos Workers, to which many insulation workers belong. 

Programs normally consist of 4 years of on-the-job training coupled with classroom instruction, and trainees must pass 

practical and written tests to demonstrate their knowledge of the trade.
xlix

 

In all probability, the Old Cap fire would not have occurred if the workers on the job knew what they were doing.  But to 

get a worker who knows what he or she is doing, you cannot reward contracts to contractors whose bidding strategy is 

based on paying the least amount of wages possible.   

6.2 Could prevailing wage regulations have prevented the Old Cap fire?   

One possibility is that had prevailing wage regulations been in force, Enviro Safe Air may not have been on the job in the 

first place.  Subsequent to the fire, the University of Iowa banned Enviro Safe Air from submitting any further bids to the 

University.
l
  But this was shutting the door after the cows 

got out.  Prevailing wage regulations discourage 

contractors from following a strategy of low-balling bids 

and then trying to maintain their profits and keep to 

schedule by using substandard materials or corner-cutting 

methods.  Prevailing wage regulations reward contracts 

not to contractors who can bring the cheapest workers to the job, but to the contractors who can most efficiently manage 

high-wage, high skilled workers.  Knowledgeable and experienced, high-skilled workers do things quickly by knowing what 

they are doing and using the right equipment and materials rather than by cutting corners and taking uncalled for risks.   

According to Terry Cole, president of Renaissance Restoration, in a September 13, 2001 letter to Shive-Hattery: Enviro 

Safe Air “at their own admission (has) no experience removing paint coatings and no experience working on historic 

structures.”  Enviro Safe Air had refused to try methods other than blow torches and heat guns and had rebuffed 

Renaissance Restoration’s suggestion to use a product called Take-Off 2000.
li
  One of the purposes of prevailing wage 

regulations is to ensure that craft wages rather than unskilled wages are paid.  Craft workers earn more because they know 

how to do more.  They know not just one skill but a craft set of skills.  Craft asbestos workers would know how to switch 

from one technique to another.  Just as there is more than one way to skin a cat, there is more than one way to skin paint 

or asbestos off a building.  Paying prevailing wages would allow the contractor to hire workers capable of doing the job the 

preferred, superior and safer way. 

A second possibility is that under prevailing wages, workers would not have tolerated the techniques pushed by Enviro 

Safe Air.  If you have to compete paying prevailing wages, you have to use trained workers.  Trained workers know what 

burning lead paint can do to their lungs.  They know what burning asbestos can do to their health.  OSHA said that Enviro 

Safe Air did not properly train their workers in safe asbestos removal.  If you have to pay prevailing wages, you will hire 

workers with experience and training in asbestos removal who in all likelihood have already been trained in safe 

procedures.   In the case of Old Cap, what was safe for the workers was best for the owners—asbestos and lead paint 

removal that did not involve heat.  We have seen that inspections alone do not work.  You have to have workers who know 

the difference between safe and dangerous work procedures.  In the case of the Old Cap fire, the contractor needed 

insulation workers who knew what they were doing, workers who had gone through an apprenticeship program.  However, 

when you take pot-luck, that is not what you are likely to get.   

Prevailing wage regulations would have increased the prospects that the workers on Old Cap would have been 

apprenticeship trained having received “in depth instruction in all phases of insulation.”  

Are prevailing wage regulations an absolute guarantee against fire and accident?  Are they an absolute guarantee against 

poor design and engineering?  Absolutely not.  But prevailing wage regulations are an additional safeguard in a system 

Paying prevailing wages would allow the contractor 

to hire workers capable of doing the job the preferred, 

superior and safer way. 
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where both belts and suspenders are needed.  Prevailing wage regulations put knowledgeable workers on the job with 

sufficient economic and job security that they can afford to resist unsafe construction methods. 

Prevailing wages also encourage career workers in a volatile construction labor market.  By paying decent wages and 

benefits, worker paid prevailing wages can afford to stay in the industry adding to their apprenticeship training through 

extended industry experience.  Careers.  Pride in craftsmanship.  Experience.  Work ethic.  All these are needed to make 

system work.  Inspections are not sufficient.  Insurance never entirely makes up for what is lost.  Prevailing wage 

regulations provide a third leg of the stool that is quality construction: Inspection—Insurance—Craftsmanship.  Together 

these make for safe and successful construction.  

Prevailing wage regulations also discourage out-of-state contractors by requiring that bidders on public works pay local 

wage and benefits. 

Prevailing wages also eliminate the low-wage, slap-dash 

bidding strategies that lead to the use of untrained 

workers, unsafe workers and unqualified workers. 

7 Conclusion 
Prevailing wage regulations serve multiple positive purposes making for a more productive and efficient local construction 

industry, creating a level playing field on public works for both local contractors and local workers, and creating a middle 

class blue-collar industry that promotes the training and human capital formation that in turn justifies the decent jobs 

created in construction.   

Critics of prevailing wage laws claim that these benefits come at too high a cost.  They assert that by eliminating prevailing 

wage requirements the state can save “millions” on public construction.  However this claim is both vague and groundless.  

It is based on a discredited methodology sitting atop a false assumption.  The false assumption is that there is no 

connection between wages paid and work done.  The discredited methodology is a back-of-the-envelope calculation that 

says cutting wages by 25% when blue-collar labor costs are 20% of payments to contractors will yield a 5% cut in total 

construction costs.  But if this were so, why not cut wages by 50% and save 10% on total construction costs?  Better yet, 

cut wages by 100% and save the full 20% on construction costs.  All these hypotheticals are possible if you only falsely 

assume that there is no connection between wages paid and work done. 

Once we realize that wages are tied to labor productivity in one way or another, then we naturally move from this poorly 

constructed, hypothetical, back-of-the-envelope calculation to a more reasonable approach—looking at what has 

happened in the past when states repealed their prevailing wage law.  This author’s study of Michigan, Ohio and Kentucky 

in the 1990’s showed that there were no statistically meaningful differences in school construction costs after Kentucky 

enacted a prevailing wage law covering schools, Ohio exempted schools from their prevailing wage requirements and 

Michigan suspended prevailing wages for school construction for a while and then resumed. 

This three-state study for the 1990’s is consistent with a 2013 study of Ohio school construction in the 2000’s by Professor 

Alan Atalah, (Dean for Graduate Affairs and graduate coordinator for the Construction Management Department at 

Bowling Green University) which found no measurable savings from exempting school construction from prevailing wage 

requirements. 

But where there are no certifiable savings from the repeal of prevailing wages, there are widely agreed upon costs.  All 

parties agree that wages in construction will fall with the repeal of prevailing wage requirements.  Indeed, one of the main 

purposes of prevailing wage laws is to maintain local labor standards; and one of the main purposes for repealing 

Prevailing wages also encourage career workers in a 

volatile construction labor market 
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prevailing wage regulations is to lower wages.  In comparing Kentucky to Ohio, Ohio’s wages across all of construction 

both on-and-off of public works fell 7% relative to Kentucky after Kentucky passed a prevailing wage law and Ohio 

exempted schools from prevailing wages.   

Critics of prevailing wages find satisfaction in their conclusion that wages on public works may fall to between $14 and $18 

per hour after a repeal of prevailing wages in Kentucky.  They are silent regarding the spillover effect on all of construction.  

But such a repeal will lead to lower wages across construction.  Taking wages and employment effects together, total 

construction blue-collar earnings will decline in Kentucky by $75 to $152 million (in 2013 dollars), or 3.2% to 6.5% of the 

blue-collar construction wages after a prevailing wage law repeal.  Pension and health benefits will decline much more 

than this.  In prevailing wage law states, benefits are, on average, 56% higher than in no-law states.  So a repeal would 

likely cut pension and health benefits in half for all blue-collar construction workers in Kentucky. 

But the damage will not be isolated to construction.  

Construction workers make up about 5% of Kentucky’s 

overall labor force.  Kentucky construction workers will 

have less to spend which means that the low-wage 

spillover effect will spread to other industries that serve 

Kentucky’s construction workers and their families.  The 

total lost income from a repeal of prevailing wage 

regulations in construction damaging Kentucky workers both inside and outside of construction ranges from $125 to $252 

million annually.  And the damage will spread to government.  Lower Kentucky incomes mean lower state income and 

sales tax revenues.  Kentucky would lose from $10 million to $20 million in tax revenues annually after a repeal. 

But the damage will not be isolated to current Kentucky incomes and tax revenues.  A low-wage construction labor force 

will be less able to deliver the high quality public infrastructure and private business facilities built-right and on-time the 

first time.  In a globalized world, Kentucky needs world-class infrastructure and facilities brought to market when they are 

needed as they are needed.  This is a necessary condition to build and maintain a world-competitive local market.  

Prevailing wage regulations encourage a high-skilled development path for construction which provides an educated and 

trained construction labor force capable of safely delivering technically demanding projects while surviving the turbulence 

of the worst industry business cycle in the overall US economy.  Jettisoning prevailing wages risks the loss of 

apprenticeship programs, the loss of skilled and experienced workers, and the loss of safe working practices with all the 

human and economic costs that come from injuries interrupting both lives and projects. 

But the damage is not limited to Kentucky’s economy and the needs of Kentucky’s industries—repealing prevailing wages 

threatens Kentucky’s blue-collar middle class.  Construction is a skilled industry.  Construction operates the largest 

privately financed system of higher education in the country—the many union-contractor and contractor-only registered 

apprenticeship programs.  These programs not only boost workers’ skills, they boost workers’ lifetime earnings by 

$300,000.  Prevailing wage law repeals promise to take that $300,000 from each and every prospective construction 

worker in Kentucky who can no longer find or join a registered apprenticeship program.  Prevailing wage repeal is a 

torpedo at the waterline of these apprenticeship programs.  And when a prevailing wage repeal blows a hole in the 

Kentucky’s apprenticeship program, it blows a hole in Kentucky’s blue-collar middle class.  In essence, advocates calling for 

the repeal of Kentucky’s prevailing wage are advocating for a repeal of the American dream for working class Kentuckians.   

 

 

  

While there are no certifiable benefits from the repeal 

of prevailing wages, there are well documented 

costs. 
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8 Appendix A: The Program Review and 
Investigation Report 

In 2001, a Program Review and Investigation Report by Ginny Wilson and others asserted that the elimination of prevailing 

wage regulations would decrease wages by 17% to 24%.
lii

  However, the Program Review and Investigation Report explicitly 

states: 

It is important to understand that this estimate does not imply that prevailing wages increased the costs of these 

projects by twenty-four percent.  Rather, it indicates that the wage portion of construction costs was twenty-four 

percent higher as a result of prevailing wages.
liii

  (emphasis in the original) 

The Program Review and Investigation Report makes no effort to determine wage costs as a percent of total costs. And the 

Program Review and Investigation Report does not estimate any specific savings from a repeal of prevailing wage 

laws.   

The Program Review and Investigation Report is not an accounting of construction costs.  It is a back-of-the-envelope 

hypothetical calculation about wages and wages only.  There is no consideration of whether or not jobs are completed on 

time. There is no consideration of cost overruns.  There is no consideration of the effect of repeals on cutthroat bidding 

practices leading to unqualified contractors winning the work but being unable to complete the job.  There is no 

consideration of downstream maintenance costs. There is no consideration of how the repeal of prevailing wage 

regulations destroys apprenticeship training programs and the future qualifications of the construction labor force.  There 

is no consideration of how the loss of health insurance can lead to increased public health costs, nor is there any 

consideration of how the loss of pension benefits may raise the public cost of supporting the elderly.  There is no 

consideration of how the removal of prevailing wage regulations encourages the subsequent proliferation of misclassified 

workers.
15

  There is no accounting for the costs of unscrupulous low-wage contractors shedding payroll tax costs by giving 

their workers 1099 forms rather than W-2’s. There is no accounting of the cost to Kentucky’s unemployment insurance and 

workers compensation system of the loss of contributions when the floodgates to unregulated construction lead to a sea 

of black market behavior.   

These are downstream costs that may well offset the alleged upfront savings that the Program Review and Investigation 

Report purported to find should Kentucky repeal its prevailing wage law.   

8.1 The Erroneous Assumptions and Analysis of the Program Review and 
Investigation Report 

The Program Review and Investigation Report makes simple erroneous assumptions that lead to false conclusions.  First, 

the Program Review and Investigation Report assumes that as wages rise, labor costs as a percent of total costs will rise.  

And as wages fall, labor costs as a percent of total costs will fall.  The Program Review and Investigation Report explicitly 

rejects the idea common to economics that as wages rise, contractors substitute capital for labor, skilled workers for 

unskilled workers and better labor management for lax labor management in order to offset those higher wage rates with 

higher labor productivity.  The Program Review and Investigation Report states: 
                                                                        
15

 Misclassification of workers occurs when a contractor gives his workers 1099 tax forms rather than W-2s thus 

misclassifying them as subcontractors.  This allows the contractor to avoid paying payroll taxes—social security 

contributions, workers comp and unemployment premiums.  By jettisoning payroll taxes, unscrupulous contractors can 

underbid legitimate contractors on public works while transferring the costs of workers comp and unemployment insurance to 

others. 
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It is argued by some that the additional wage costs of requiring prevailing wages are offset because contractors 

substitute more productive workers or use more equipment.  Because this analysis only examines the workers 

that actually worked on the project, it incorporates any productivity gains achieved by this type of substitution.
liv

 

The Program Review and Investigation Report is saying—“Hey, it’s the same worker in both places, so it must be the same 

productivity!  Right?”  Wrong. This is false for three basic reasons. 

 First, the Program Review and Investigation Report does not measure the capital equipment provided the worker 

on the prevailing wage job compared to the non-prevailing wage job.  This is a mistake. Perhaps the Program 

Review and Investigation Report assumes: “Hey, it’s the same contractor, so it has to be the same capital 

equipment!”  Such an assumption would be false.  Not only do contractors have older and newer, worse and 

better pieces of machinery in their warehouse, but also contractors often rent their machinery.  On higher wage 

jobs, they are more likely to rent better, newer and more equipment to boost the productivity of their workers.  

Figure 13 (left side) shows the value of rented machinery per worker by state in 2002 by the average construction 

blue-collar income level in that state.  Higher wages lead to more equipment provided each construction worker, 

and Figure 13 (right side) shows that more equipment per worker leads to higher individual labor productivity—

something the Program Review and Investigation Report ignores.
lv

 

 

Figure 13: Value of machinery rented per blue-collar worker by blue-collar income, and value added per blue-collar worker by the value of rented 

machinery per worker, 50 states and DC, 2002 

Now we come to the issues of moonlighting and crew mix.  Workers’ wages reflect workers’ productivity.  But what if a 

worker receives two different wage rates from the same employer on two different jobs?  Which wage reflects that 

worker’s actual productive abilities?  Can a worker’s productivity be different working for the same employer on two 

different jobs?  The Program Review and Investigation Report assumes that a worker cannot have two different 

productivities on two different jobs, and if a worker is paid two different wage rates, then the lower of the two represents 

that worker’s actual productivity.  These are incorrect assumptions for two reasons.  First, the Program Review and 

Investigation Report ignores the “moonlighting effect” where a worker takes a lower wage than his productivity in order to 

supplement his main work.  A high school math teacher might teach driver’s ed, or a skilled industrial electrician might re-

wire someone’s basement.  In both cases, it is the higher wage rate that reflects the worker’s actual productivity.  Second, 

The Program Review and Investigation Report ignores the “crew mix” effect.  Individual productivity is partially the result of 

the team of workers the individual joins.  The Program Review and Investigation Report only looks at a random sample of 

individual workers drawn from different crews, and it never looks at the crew composition on prevailing wage jobs vs. 
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other work.  Thus, it misses the fact that low-wage contractors tend to assign their A-Team to prevailing wage jobs.  We 

can see these two effects by looking first at high-wage contractors that typically do public works, and then looking at low-

wage contractors that occasionally do public works. 

 The case of the high-wage contractor that mainly does public works 

o The Program Review and Investigation Report mistakes moonlight wages for day-job productivity: 

Many contractors specialize in public school construction, or water and sewer projects, or road construction or other 

specific kinds of public works.  For these contractors, the vast majority of their work is on these specific kinds of public 

projects.  These contractors develop a skilled labor force that is compatible with the wages and requirements of public 

works.  However, in moments of slack work, these contractors may take on a private job, sometimes small jobs or jobs 

requiring less skill.  A road contractor may pour a residential driveway.  A school contractor may refinish a basement. A 

waterworks contractor may put in a swimming pool.  On these private jobs, their workers are over-skilled and underpaid.  

Their workers take this work at lower rates simply to fill in the inevitable slack time in the boom-bust pattern of 

construction.  If their contractor offered a steady diet of this lesser work pouring driveways or refinishing basements, these 

over-skilled, underpaid workers would move on to better-paying jobs that better matched their qualifications.  For these 

skilled workers, you cannot assume (as The Program Review and Investigation Report does) that their moonlight wage 

reflects their day-job productivity.  And you cannot assume, as The Program Review and Investigation Report does, that 

eliminating prevailing wage regulations would induce these workers onto public construction for 24% lower wages. 

 The case of the low-wage contractor who does occasional public works 

o Bringing You’re A-game and You’re A-team 

Low-wage contractors who do only occasional public construction often select their best workers for this work in order to 

compete at the higher wages required by prevailing wage regulations.  Worker productivity is not just an individual matter 

as The Program Review and Investigation Report assumes, nor is individual effort unresponsive to wages as it assumes.  Any 

one construction worker’s productivity is dependent on his crewmates who deliver material on time, cooperate well, 

complete tasks quickly and correctly, maintaining a strong work ethic and group morale.  In short, teamwork affects 

individual productivity.  Because The Program Review and Investigation Report looked at individuals instead of crews, it fails 

to capture the work-crew component of construction labor productivity. And you cannot assume, as The Program Review 

and Investigation Report does, that at 24% lower wages, these A-teams teams will be formed or that these teammates will 

apply themselves as they now do on this premium work. 

By not looking at capital equipment per worker, by not looking at work crews, their composition and management, and by 

not knowing which job it examines is the worker’s day job, the Program Review and Investigation Report totally loses track 

of the productivity effects wages can have.  Furthermore, by looking at a random set of individuals instead of looking at 

construction projects, themselves, The Program Review and Investigation Report does not know if these projects were 

brought in on time, whether there were cost overruns or anything about the quality of the work done.   

Knowing little about actual productivity in construction, The Program Review and Investigation Report nonetheless 

concludes that prevailing wages “do not ensure an associated improvement in quality or productivity.”
lvi

  Despite this 

conclusion, The Program Review and Investigation Report concedes that  

 

It is generally accepted that in a competitive labor market a higher quality worker will be able to command a 

higher wage, assuming all other factors equal.  Therefore, one would expect that a $20 plumber would likely do 

better work than a $15 plumber.
lvii
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Nonetheless, the Program Review and Investigation Report, relying upon Professor Steve Allen’s 1984 and 1987 articles, 

argues that “in areas where unions have market power, they can bargain for wages above labor’s contribution to the value 

of output and still maintain market share.”
lviii

  Thus, concluding that “while some of the higher wages observed [on 

prevailing wage jobs] may be attributable to more qualified workers, the higher wages are also the result of market power 

of unions in the area.”
lix

  Setting aside the fact that Professor Allen was referring to union strongholds such as Chicago, San 

Francisco and New York, the Program Review and Investigation Report either did not read or fully ignored the main thrust of 

the articles which it relies upon. 

In the first of the two Steve Allen articles upon which The Program Review and Investigation Report relies, “Unionized 

Workers Are More Productive,” Professor Allen summarizes his paper thus: 

Apprenticeship training and hiring halls probably raise union productivity, while jurisdictional disputes and 

restrictive work rules lower it….union productivity, measured by value added per employee, is 44 to 52 percent 

higher than nonunion.  The estimate declines to 17 to 22 percent when estimates of interarea  construction price 

differences are used to deflate value added.
lx

 

Professor Allen then concludes his paper thusly: 

The empirical evidence presented here strongly supports the hypothesis of a large, positive union productivity 

effect in this sector [i.e. construction]….Through what mechanism does unionism lead to higher productivity?  

The most likely factors, based upon the discussion of the case study evidence, were (1) better training at the 

journeyman level through joint apprenticeship programs, (2) changes in the occupational mix (including reduced 

use of unskilled labor and lower foreman to journeyman ratios), (3) reduced recruiting and screening costs for 

contractors, and (4) greater managerial ability.
lxi

 

Ignoring these major conclusions of Allen’s research, the Program Review and Investigation Report focuses on a minor point 

that is irrelevant in the case of Kentucky.  Allen finds that where union density is very strong, such as in the case of New 

York City, union workers receive higher wages than nonunion workers, not only because they are more productive but also 

because they have very strong market power.  While this may hold for Chicago, New York and San Francisco, this is a fairly 

irrelevant point for Lexington, Louisville or rural Kentucky.  In Kentucky, union workers have higher wages because they 

are better trained, better equipped and better managed.  And, incidentally, this can also be said for most high-wage 

nonunion workers in Kentucky.  You get what you pay for, and prevailing wage regulations simply require that on public 

works, you should buy the best. 

And the best can be very good indeed.  Figure 14 shows value added per blue-collar construction worker by state in 

relation to annual wages in 2007 from the US Census of Construction.  As wage income rises from $30,000 per year to 

$60,000, value added per worker goes from $100,000 per year to $220,000.   While a small portion of this increase may be 

due to union market power in some states compared to others (the Program Review and Investigation Report’s point), the 

vast majority of this increase in value added is due to the training and management improvements associated with higher 

wages that The Program Review and Investigation Report ignores and dismisses.  The Program Review and Investigation 

Report also ignores the social costs associated with cheap, unskilled labor policies.  The construction workers in states 

where their skills earn them a higher income contribute more to social security, workers compensation funds, 

unemployment insurance programs, health insurance, retirement programs, local taxes and the local economy.   
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Figure 14: Value added per construction worker by average construction worker income in law and no-law states, 2007 
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